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News
A year incampus news
Divestment, tuition increase decided in85-86
by AllisonWestfall
SpectatorNewsEditor
For Seattle University students, a
year, instead of being12 months begin-
ninginJanuaryandendinginDecember,
consists of 9 months beginning in late
SeptemberandendinginJune.
S.U. students are now facing the end
of the 1985-86 school year,and like the
Abbey Ghermay was elected to
serve as ASSU president for the
86-87 school year.
endingsof most normal years,it is time
toreflect on whathashappenedand look
forward toanew year.
What follows is a recap of highlights
in thenews on campusduring the school
year compiled from the weekly Spec-
tator issues.
The boldfaced dateis the date of the
issue where the story first appeared.
October 17, 1985
ASSUsponsored amayorial debate for
candidates Norm Rice and incumbent
Charles Royer.JosephBell, Heldegard
Hendrickson, and James Hogan, S.U.
facultymembers andLoriMatsukawa of
KING 5 were the panelist asking ques-
tions.
Anew ballot systemdonatedby King
County was obtained by the ASSU to
aidin countingcampus electionballots.
October 24, 1985
Four new trustees were named to
S.U.'s board. William J.Clancy, exec-
utive vice president of First Interstate
Bank, John Ellis, president of Puget
Power, Andrew Smith, chairman of the
board and chief executive officer of
Pacific Northwest Bell, and T.A. Wil-
son, former chief executive officer of
Boeingwereappointed.
October 31, 1985
University president William J. Sul-
livan, S.J., disclosed that S.U. has
Etnmett Carroll was appointedEng-
lishdepartmentchairperson. Hereplaced
Hamida Bosmajian who was appointed
chairman of thePigott-McCone human-
ities department
For the first time in recent S.U.
William Sullivan, S.J., cele- .
bratedhis tenth year as S.U. pres- K
ident.
history, the ASSU president was asked 3
to speak to the board of trustees. Dave
*
Hankins was asked to speak to the
trustees at their fall meeting. Hankins
saidheaddressedissues concerningmain-
tenance and renovation on campus and
possible increases in the ASSUbudget.
(continuedon pagethree)
Construction began on two new buildings scheduled for completi
nextyear.
News goes on even during school
International, national, local
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorNews Editor
With the pressures of writingpapers,
attendingclasses and trying togetby on
a studentbudget, students often develop
"tunnel vision" which prevents them
from watching televisionandreading the
newspaper.News revolves around what
filters throughconversation andglimpses
of the television between mealtime,
homework and sleep.
What follows is short summary of
some the significant international, na-
tional,and local news events.
International
Terrorism highlighted international
news. The highjacking of TWA flight
847, the highjacking of the cruiseliner
Achillo Lauro and the bombing of a
Berlin disco led up to increased tension
between the U.S. and countries in the
Middle East. The tensions and verifiable
proof led theU.S. to bomb Libya.
After allegationsof election fraud and
abuse,Ferdinand andImeldaMarcos were
ousted from leadership in the Phillipine
Islands. Corazon Aquino, opposition
leader, took over thepresidency. Aquino
and her administration discovered that
millions of the country's wealth was tak-
en by Marcos in Swiss accounts and
propertyinvestments.
A nuclear disaster, spreading radio-
active particles across Europeand the
globe,occurred in Chernobyl, U.S.S.R.
The actual damage to Soviet crops and
the numbers of death from the reactor
meltdown were notreleased to Western
press.
International oil prices plungedfrom
$28 perbarrel to $10perbarrel. Bring-
ing gas and oilprices to thelowest level
in ten years.
The world's musicians joined for
benefit concerts to help the poor and
starving in the world. Live-aid,
Band-aid, and USA for Africa helped
spawn the recentefforts of Farm-aidand
Hands Across America inaiding thepoor
and homeless in the U.S.
National
A nation-wide campaign to refurbish
the statueof liberty was started. Lee Ia-
cocca,former chairmanof the campaign,
was dismissed after allegations that the
campaigns was becoming to comercial-
ized.
An across theboard deficit reduction
i. bill,Gramm-Rudman was passed by
Congress. Provisions of the bill threat-
ened to drastically reduce military
spending, social programs, aid to stud-
ents,and other programs. The bill was
declared unconstitutional. The ruling is
being appealed.
The Johnson and Johnson corporation
was forced to quitproducingitsover the
counter painmedication incapsule form
due to tamperings which lead to the
deathsofpeople inNew York andTenn-
essee.
A proposal by President Reagan to
drastically increase the aid given to
Nicaraguan rebels, the contras, was de-
featedbyCongress.
Actor Rock Hudson died after con-
tracting the disease AIDS bringing the
disease into national light. Scientist iso-
lated the virus but have not yet dis-
coveredavaccine.
Local/Seattle
The cityofEverett wasapproved for a
possiblenavy port. Theproposal was de-
feated by ahouse subcommittee but will
come upagain for a vote.
Expo '86 opened in Vancouver,
Canada. The expocostingapproximately
$1billion dollars is expected to increase
tourism revenues for Washington and
Canada. The expo has passed the one
million visitormark early this month.
Mayor Charles Royer defeated chal-
lenger NormRice for the Seattle mayor-
ial race. Tim Hill won the KingCounty
exectutiveseat.
Libya was the center of terror-
ist attacks andwas bombed for its
actions by theU.S.
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Congress candidate to speak Friday
By Bill Hansen
Georgia State Senator and Democratic
candidate for U.S.CongressJulian Bond
will be speaking on the Seattle
University campus at 1 p.m. on Friday,
May30 about black politics in America.
Bondhasbeen anationalpolitical fig-
ure for over two decades, both through
his activities in the civil rights move-
mentsof the 1960s as well as inpolitics.
This past January the 46-year-oldBond
announced his candidacy for U.S. Con-
gress from the Fifth District of Georgia.
Bondis seeking the seat beingvacatedby
Democrat WycheFowler.
In 1956 Bond attended Atlanta's
Morehouse College, the alma mater of
Martin Luther King,Jr., with the inten-
tion ofbecominga writerand poet.
However, as with many other black
college students ofhis generation,Bond
wascaughtup in the political ferment of
theearly sixties.AsaMorehouse student
he was one of the leaders of the lunch
counter sit-in movement that broke out
throughout the southern states.
He was one of the several dozen
southern black college students who
founded the Student Nonviolent Coordin-
ating Committee (SNCC), which be-
came the militant cutting edge of the
southern civil rights movement in the
1960s.
Bond left college without graduating
to devote himself full-time to the
movement. He became a member of
SNCC's Executive Committee and
served as itsdirector of communications.
It was in this capacity in 1965 that he
publicized SNCC's statement con-
demning United States involvement in
Vietnam. This took place during his first
campaign for theGeorgia House.
Several months later,having won the
election, the Georgia House of Repre-
sentatives refused to allow him to take
his seat,citing Bond's opposition to the
war. Bond again won a special election
to fill the vacant seat and was again
barred from taking it. Bond then won a
third election to the still vacant seat and
finally, inDecember 1966,supportedby
a U.S. Supreme Court decision in his
favor,was seated.
Bond graduated from Morehouse in
1971 with abachelor's degreeinEnglish.
He is on the governing boards of the
NAACP, the National Council of
Churches, the Robert F. Kennedy
Memorial Fund and the Martin Luther
King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social
Change.
Bond and his wife, Alice, live in
Atlanta with their fivechildren. Julian Bond, a candidate for congress from Georgia, will speak at
S.U.on Black politics in America.
Construction, elections cap off year's events
§ (continued frompage two)November 14, 1985
E.changed its checking cashingby discontinuing to cash student.VirginiaParks, vicepresident for
finance said thepolicy change was due to
understaffing.
November 21, 1985
Laura Marinoni,Tom Emanuel, and
TedByrnewere elected ASSUsenators.
ASSU treasurer, Peggy Whitlow,
discover $10,000 in the student budget
that was thought to have been cut by the
university. $5,000 was put into the
speakers committee and$5,000into sen-
ategeneral.
Sullivan announced that university
cost centers were asked to reduce their
1986-87 budgets by 5 percent. Sullivan
cited decrease inenrollmentandincreas-
ingbudgets as the reasons for the reduc-
tions.
December 5, 1985
Due to snow storms, S.U. closed its
doors on Nov.22 andNov. 27.
January 23, 1986
A group of students calling them-
selves Students Starving for Improved
Food Servicesurveyeddorm residents on
the quality of service and food they re-
ceive from SAGA. The students then
sponsored aboycott of thecampus food
center, the Marketplace dropping the nor-
mal 325attendance to150.
The S.U. baseball team was cut from
the atheletic program due to the 5 percent
cost center reduction. Intramural pro-
grams and basketball are planned to
receivemore focus.
January 30, 1986
Former head of the environmental
protectionagency, WilliamRucke\shaus
was appointed to the boardof trustees
along with Thomas H.O'Leary,director
ofBurlington Northern.
ASSU president, David Hankins
announced that the ASSUbudget would
notbereducedby 5 percentlike theother
cost centers on campus for the 1986-87
school term.
TheASSU senate took George Pierce,
vicepresident for administration and Joe
Sommer, director of plant facilities on a
walking tour of maintenance and reno-
vation problemson campus.
The Spectator wasseparatedfrom the
ASSU for funding and placedunder the
supervision of the university. The
change means the Spectator will have to
appeal directly to the university for bud-
get increases or changes.
February 27, 1986
Sullivan announced that he would
recommendanincrease of $\A%percrcAvi
hour for the 1986-87 school term from
$136 to the trustees.
March 6, 1986
The Board of Trustees in their winter
meeting voted to divest S.U.'s 2.5 mil-
lion dollars invested incompanies doing
business in South Africa.
The student senate sponsoreda "Speak
Out Student" rally and march to address
concerns on maintenance,housing, and
student lifeproblems.
Joseph Cardinal Rernadin, archbishop
of Chicagoreceived an honorary doctor-
ateofhumanties from S.U.
The following ASSU officers were
elected: Abby Ghcrmay, president;
Lorine Singleton, first vice president;
Trisha Brown,second vicepresident and
John Schwab, treasurer. Tina O'Brien,
Deatra Scott and Raelenc Sam w« i s
elected ASSUsenators.
Sullivan announced the univcrsitv
would put an additional SImillion into
the financial aid department tohelp ollse.
the rising tuition costs.
April 3, 1986
A university task force was formo.
reviewand plan campus renovation and
improvement plans.
Construction on a new Arts and
Sciences Building and Science ai d
Engineering Building began eliminated
50^1 of facultyparking. Groundbreaking
g is planned to coincide with Sullivan's
£ 10th anniversary celebrations. The
|construction also displaced the ROTC
£ programs and the international student
z center tonew locations oncampus.
en
Sullivan celebrated his 10th am
/ersary as president of S.U. In appi.
V ciation he was presented with a trip fc
fu»n mCli">:i
Winter si> ssi.... down classes at SU. fo tw< days and para] zed i city.
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Orientationgears
up for next year
By Susan LaFranchi
SpectatorReporter
New student orientation this year will
be designedto meet the diverse needs of
SeattleUniversity students,according to
Tim Leary,associate director for student
leadership. "Orientation will notendafter
theone selectedmeeting day in the sum-
mer, but will continue throughout the
school year."
"The orientation will bebroken down
into three sections,"Learysaid. July 12
is freshman day,and will be organized
especially for 18, 19 and20-year-olds.
July 19 will be transfer student day,
and will cater to the incoming students
fromolher colleges.
The eveningofJuly 22 is setaside for
the non-traditional student, and will
emphasizea family program. "Thefam-
ily must feel good about the money
being spent. Spouses must feel con-
nected to the University as well,"Leary
said. Child care will be provided that
evening.
Various activities are planned for the
orientation days, including outdoor mu-
sic and food. Faculty andstudents willbe
on hand to meet with andassist thenew
students. All events on these days are
free.
Leary and David Brubaker, from the
S.U. Biology department, have also
plannedan outdoor wilderness program.
"It is a pilot program targeted to thee
first 50 to 75 new students whorespond
to thebrocheres that we send out,"Leary
said.
Theprogram is set for August 8,9and
10,and will beheldat Pack Forest at the
baseofMt.Ranier.Otherplannedevents
throughout the year include a Seahawk
nightandariverraftingtrip.
Minority Affairs office
loses two staffmembers
ByJennifer Vance
SpectatorReporter
The minority affairs department will
be losing both its staff members this
spring, and an eight-member committee
willbe interviewing this week for a new
director. Roslyn Bailey,an applicant for
the position, was on campus this week
tomeet with faculty and students.
Minnie Collins,the currentdirector, is
moving to an administrative post at
another institution. She said she decided
to leave for personal reasons. "Imade
my decision inOctober orNovember but
Iwas thinking about it for a year," she
said. Collins has been at Seattle Uni-
versity for five years,all in the minority
affairs department.
The department serves the approx-
imately 500 minority students atS.U.as
an all-purpose resource office, and
Collins has helped many students make
theadjustment tocollege life.
"For me, personally, Icouldn't even
tell you how much Mrs. Collins and this
department has helpedme," says Marcus
Reese, the president of the Black Student
Union. "It'llbereal hard to replace her,
that'll be impossible."
Debbie Law, thepart-time staff mem-
ber who serves as Asian student co-
ordinator, will be going to the Uni-
versity of California at Urvine to work
with an international Christian organ-
ization. She said her position may be
filled nfip.r Ihe newriircctnr ischnsen.
Liberal Arts
classroom repairs
Shelly Griffin/The Spectator
By Helene Wentink
SpectatorCopy Editor
Repairs to classrooms in the Liberal
Arts building have begun this week
under a new campus improvement and
modernization program initiated by
SeattleUniversity students.
Plans for improvement include
replacing old light fixtures with fluor-
escent fixtures,painting, stripping and
refinishing all desks and laminating all
slatechalkboards withaporcelain /metal
overlay for better visibility and color
coordination,according to Dr. George
Pierce,vicepresident for Administration
and coordinatorof the new committee.
Each classroom will take two to three
weeks to renovateand the first room to
be worked on,LA 221, will serve as the
alternate room whileothers arerepaired.
The complete renovation, which will
continue in Pigott and Bannan, is esti-
mated tocost $120,000,said Pierce.
Other smaller maintenance projects
ranging from $250 to $15,000 are sche-
duled with help of student input, said
Pierce.
The initial planning took place six
months ago when the student senate took
Pierceon a tourof thecampus facilities
to view areas thatneeded improvement.
While money was budgeted for major
campus repairs and construction, no
funds were set aside tocreateamore at-
tractive and comfortable campus, said
Pierce.He hopes that nextyear thereno-
vation program will be included in
S.U.'s budget, as this year's projects
were funded with"unused dollars."
Lorine Sinlgeton, a student repre-
sentative on the committee, said the
improvement program will ".. .carry on
the goals established from the
Got-A-Gripe sessions and rally. . ."
Other projects scheduled, according to
Singleton, include installing morepencil
sharpeners and replacing the graf-
fiti-covered desksinclassrooms.
Pierce said student input will help
prioritize futureprojects, including more
security lighting and additional emer-
gency phones throughout campus. He
encourages students to contact ASSU
withanysuggestions for future improve-
mentson campus.
The classroom pictured above is slated forrenovation including
new lighting, chalkboards and a newcoatofpaint.
Graduationplanned
|By Raelene Sam
[Spectator Reporter
The graduatingclass of1986 will hold
their commencement at 2:40 p.m. on
June 8 in the Seattle Center Arena. But
before seniors go through their convo-
cation, several other activities await
them.
Baccalaureate Mass willbeheldatSt
James Cathedral on Ninth Avenue and
Marion Street at 1:45 on June 7. Paul
Fritterer, SJ.,will give thehomily.
After Mass, a Graduates Reception
will be held in Campion Tower, East
James and 10th Avenue from 3:30 to
5p.m. Family members are invited to
attend this reception and will be wel-
comedby thePresident
On June 8 the Graduating Class
Breakfast will be held in Campion Bal-
lroom at 9:30 a.m. Awards will be pre-
sented to outstanding seniors, faculty of
the year and a new award for staff or
administratorof the year.
Shelly Griffin/The Spectator
Mark Gucker (sitting), takes the designengineering bike for a test run as
Nelson Wongpushes off. Both students,with TimDavidand JohnBarnes
(not pictured),have been designing andbuilding thebike since fallquarter.
CHZM Hill and Angle Lake Cycle have sponsored this project. The
student foursome will race from Seattle toPortland on the freeway June
?1
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Unionmay
undergo
renovations
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorNewsEditor
Seattle University Student Union
Building's first floor may besportingan
entirely new interior when students re-
turn next fall, that is if the plans of
Jeremy Stringer, vice president for stud-
entlife andBill Grace,directorofstudent
leadership, are approvedby the admin-
istration.
Gracepresenteda tentativeplan for the
first floor to the ASSUsenate.The plan,
ifapproved, would eliminate the current
TabardInn setup, the Chieftain lounge
and would in place provide a campus
assistancecenterandnontraditional stud-
entdiningandmeal preparationcenter.
The campus assistance center is plan-
ned to distribute information andanswer
students' and visitors' questions about
The nontraditional student diningand
meal preparation center would have
counterspace and microwave ovens for
students to prepare their food instead of
using the campus food service.
Tabard Inn is tentativelydesigned to
be incorporated with theChieftain dining
area withpizzasbeing dispensed where
the current salad bar area is in the
Chieftain.
Grace told the senate that some of the
services and entertainment provided by
Tabard Inn will probably be moved to
the newly renovated basement. Final
renovations to the basementhave been
put on temporary hold waiting the
decision on the other student union
Exiledpriest speaks on
Central American justice
I By John WrightSpectator OpinionEditor
Father Jose Alas has a dream for his
tiny andheavily populatedcountry ofEl
Salvador.He dreams of when there will
be "justice and peace and freedom and
love" in El Salvador so he can return
home from his exile herein the U.S.
Alasrecentlyrelated to60 studentsand
faculty thepainfulmemories ofeveryday
life inElSalvador that forcedhim to flee
into exile in 1977. Alas returned for a
short while in1980,but quickly realized
he couldn't safely remain. Alas now
struggles for his people by raising
money for the Capp Street Foundation
which funds peasantsupportprojects in
ElSalvador as well as other regions of
CentralAmerica and the Caribbean.
Alas talked ofEl Salvador's current
situation as being intimately tied inwith
the historical realities that have shaped
his country since the 1533 arrival of the
Spanish. Since that time ElSalvadoran
history hasbeen one of exploitationand
oppression by a land-owning oligarchy
with various peasant uprisings. Alas
considers the FMLN-FDR as the fifth
generation of resistance. The fourth
struggle was the four day peasant up-
rising in 1932 which resulted in La
Matanza ("The Massacre"). A total of
30,000 peasants were summarily
executedby thearmy.
Alas spoke memorably of the tur-
bulent career ofhis friend Bishop Oscar
Romero. Originally "He was a very
conservativeperson(and)we didn't accept
him. We rejectedhim, we the priests."
But that same year, 1977,March the 12,
one ofour best priests waskilled,Father
Rotilio Grande. . .and for Bishop
Romero that was completely unaccep-
table. AndIremember when we met in
the cathedral. . .when he started
denouncing the killings, the injustices,
the raping of our women,andhe started
announcing the Kingdom of God. For
four years he was so eloquent as a
prophet."
Alas said he was celebrating the Holy
Mass. He had the chalice in his hands.
He wasoffering our gifts toGod.At that
momenthe was shot to death, and the
wine and the blood became one,and he
became one with Jesus and he became
one with our country and pain,and (he
became) the voice about peace and
justice."
There have been massive street
protests which seem to support Alas's
claim that the people ofElSalvador are
disgusted with the Duarte government.
On Feb. 6, Alas claims there were
70,000 in the streets. On the May Day
parade some press agencies said there
were 110,000 demonstrating in the
streets. The New York Times said only
25,000. Alas said that either way "that's
a lot of people,youknow." They were
shouting in the streets,
"
'We want
dialogue1,because that is what we want."
Although not in El Salvador due to
his exile he still describes the fight inEl
Salvador as "fighting our rich people,
fighting our government, fighting
especially your Administration,because
we want freedom."
"We are confident that one day, and
that'sour hope, we will be able to build
justice andpeace andloveand freedom in
our country."
Crime
prevention
corner
SeattleUniversity Safety and Security
Services urges you to participate in
Operation Identification.Engraving tools
to mark your personal property are
available atouroffices to helpyouguard
against theft. Call the Safety and Secur-
ity Services department at 626-5932 for
more information.
Another point for your consideration
should be theprotection of equipment in
your car. C.B. units, tape decks and
stereo radios are popular targets for
thieves. If you own any of the above
items and if it is possible, you should
mount the unit so that youcan remove it
when youleave your car.Lock itinyour
trunk, your office,or in your room at
night.By reducing theexposureof your
unit,you decrease the possibility of it
being stolen.Help us helpyou.
In the event of a theft on campus,
report it immediately to thedepartment
of Safety and Security Services at 626-
5911 (emergency only).
These tipsareprovided asa service
to the campus community. For infor-
mation on other services available,call
Safety andSecurity Services at 626-5356
or 626-5932.
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ASSU Senate to vote on
$118,578.76 budget
Editor'sNote: TheASSUSenate will vote on the tentativebudgetfor clubsandASSUoffices tonight at5:15 in
the student unionconference room. Clubsandorganizations interestedin appealling their budgetsshouldcontact
LorineSingleton,1st vicepresident.
Totals: Instituteof Public Service Association $200.00ASSU Senate: IranianStudent Club $650.00
General: $342L00 ASSUOffice Bu£, $S6O000 Inter-VarsityChristian Fellowship $400.00Operating: $50<MX> ASSUSenate Budget:$4621.00 MathClub $80.00ElectionBoard: $600.00 ASSUAcUvitiesBoard.$29mQ0 MuRho Chi $250.00
AQ<!I....... n . Clubs &Organizations: $19760.00 NativeAmerican IndianStudent Council $'00.00
nwu-f .V«/"°". University scholarships:$56597.76 Pacific IslandsStudent Organization $93500Oktoberfest $3000.00 v Philosophy Club $275.00
SringfS^SxxfoO000 T0tal fmances fromSeatUe University;$"8,578.76
Educationalprograms committee: $6200.00 ?i-?:ii^^^iS?5P»»s*.Women's Resource: $1500.00 ::^:^:-:^:^:^:-:^:^:^:^:^Xv>>^.
SpecialEvents: >^!^w^:j:^^iiiii^i:i^iSJ:J:SS^ ''^^^^^^^^^^^^^fs^
Music-$7000.00 ><<^::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: W^^lTii ?^''''*~?M sS.
FiimS-$25oo.oo Mmmmmmmmm mm.,,.f^^"*"t.,m\
Travel-$1000.00 M^^^^^^^^^^^^i :^*^i$^i$i?:^|i^General-$2300.0O /S^^^*1* 5^*5'^*^*"*^^^! ::::::::::::::!::::::::::::::::: 24*:^:^j:^:^^^/:::::^::::::: Scholarships i:-:-:':-:-:!:!:!: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::::::iiii|iii^^
ASSU OfficeBudget: P$ji:^^::^iS^^^^i^i§^§^^:^ J^i^xSSS^iiS^^
Supplies: $600.00 W^^^^- 48*Duplicating: $800.00 .91H^?i %$$0
Telephone: $400.00 /^ !^;:;^^i|i^
Student bodygeneral:$1000.00 Qff
,
cft
*
'^0^
Educational fund:$1000.00 / Z %i^^^^^^>
''^
UphaSigmaNu $1100.00 ffi,lfm..ffil
American Societyof CivilEngineers $300.00 £UQ qq
AmnestyInternational $250.00 Pre-legalSociety
"
Lssociated Students for the Fine Arts $1900.00 Pre-Med/Pre-Health Professional Club
associations for InternationalRelations $1900.00 PsiChi $47500
teta BetaBeta $150.00 Psychology Club "^
HologyCIub $250.00 Reach Out SiOO.oo
Jlack StudentUnion $1750.00 ROTC CadetCouncW $4000.00
{read for theWorld $500.00 Search $6000
:hemistryClub $150.00 Society ofWomenEngineers M
:oalition for HumanConcern $945.00 Students Against Apartheid
inanceClub $300.00 Students for Life
literatureClub $500.00 SUMAC (submitted request but did notfollow up)
Religion/Ethics
Crista offers outreach to all ages
{By John TeehanSpectatorEditor
Vivian Martin recalls one Sunday
afternoon in August, 1948: "We got
into our car and drove out to the old
Firlands Sanatorium. It was large and
beautiful,but dreadfully neglected. The
entrance to old Firlands, the future
King's Garden, wasa long avenue,lined
on each side with hugepoplar trees."
As the Martins, Vivian and husband
Mike, drove up the avenue they faced
Firland's Administration Building, a
structure of Tudor architecture with a
crown-like dome. Dominating the build-
ing was the Anti-Tuberculosiscross.
"As we faced this building, to the left
was a252-foot longsanatorium hospital
three storieshigh," said Vivian. "Behind
this was what had been a hospital for
children. Half way down the drive was
another largecream-coloredbuilding.
As they drove over the long campus
road they noticed other small structures;
a store, a cabin, several miscellaneous
buildings and a farm, where the
sanatorium hadraised pigsand chickens
for their ownuse-
As thecar circled thecentral gardenin
front of the Administration Building,
The Martins were headedback down the
avenue. Vivian noticed a two-storied
building to the right, next to the
sanatoriumhospital.
The Martins got out of the car and
crossed themanicured greenlawn in front
of the former hospital andstood in front
of the two-storied building. It was a
powerhouse withboilers for heating the
whole institution. Ithad notbeen used
for quite some time.
The aboveareadescribed was theold
Firlands Tuberculosis Sanatorium 12
miles north of downtown Seattle. On
Oct. 14, 1948 on a 42-acre campus,
King's Garden Inc. beganits corporate
existence.
TheMartin's, Vivianand her husband
Alvin "Mike" Martin,were able to buy
theoldsanatoriumin 1957 (leasedfor $1
per year since 1948) and fulfill their
dreams of starting a Christian outreach
organization. "Going once,going twice....Is no one else going to bid? Sold to
the King's Garden for SI00,001."
Took off shoes
"Suddenly, to my amazement,"
recalled Vivian,Mikegot tohis feet and
said, The Lord just told me that
wherever the sole of my feet will tread
upon, he will give me. Iam going to
take theLordup on this and walk around
this place,claiming it for Him.'"
She said "hereached down to take off
his shoes and stockings, explaining he
felt it meant the sole of his feet and not
the sole of his shoes, and we began to
walk around that large institution... .1
think he could see, better than I, the
magnitude of the jobaheadof us."
TheMartins were married on Nov.25,
1926, in Bellingham in the "Lutheran
church (Mike)hadgrownupin."
When Mike Martin died in 1961 the
founder of King's GardenInc. left behind
acity within acity. It was laterchanged
to CRISTA Ministries in April 1979 to
more properly convey its many
activities. CRISTA is an acronym for
"Christianity Action."
Vivian,now 80years of age and for
the past 15 years, has lived in the
CRISTA Retirement Community.
"After Mike diedIwithdrew and retired,"
saidVivian.
And what is CRISTA Ministries?
Although Vivian Martin still refers to it
as King's Garden, it is a city
--
since
expandedto 55 acres
-- withinacity that
has anoutreach program for people ofall
ages and of many socioeconomic
backgrounds.
CRISTA Schools, founded in 1950,
currently has an enrollment of 1,000
students, preschool through 12th grade.
It is a fully accredited academic
institution where, according to Linda
Montgomery,fourth-yearprincipalof the
high school, "Students who come here
want to be hereand excel academically;
they takepride inbeinghere."
One such student is Cheryl Enyeart,
whograduatedin 1976,after transferring
rom Mountlakc Terrace HighSchool.
"The people were great; so were the
eachers.Itmademe want tobe their anc
obeactive in mystudies," she said.
Montgomerygraduated in 1961 frorr
ZRISTA, when it was still King's
3arden. She came back to her alma
natcr to teach language arts' related
;ubjects before becoming vice principa
1980) and principal (1984). She take;
)ride inknowing that certain traditional
elements remain.
For instance, theClass of1951
--
th<
first graduatingclass
-- imposed theclas
colors (red/white), the name (Knights)
the Quill (School paper) and the Hono
Society Chapter (Crown and Sceptre)
They stillremain, 35 years later.
Seventy-two will graduate from th
1986 class of CRISTA Schools, 4:
males and 31females.
After CRISTA students graduate and
live fulfilling lives, they can settle at
CRISTA Senior Ministries,serving the
elderly with 277 independent retirement
apartments, as well as nursing home
care.
"Wehave aclinic,"saidBarbara Tuck,
nursing administrator. "It's staffed with
three nurses whohave themedical profile
records of all the people living in the
apartments."
She said thereare threelevels ofcare
available: skilled nursing, intermediate
and Alzheimer's.
The Senior Community was begun in
1949 and has grown to become the
largest licensed nursing home in
Washington state. "This has become a
continuing-care retirement center," said
Tuck.
If the seniors in the Senior
Community Center
--
or anyone in the
Northwest for that matter
-
need
something to listen to, they just turn the
dial to KCIS AM 630 or KCMS FM
105. CRISTA established the
Northwest's first Christian radio station
in 1954
--
KGDN AM (now KCISO.
They purchased KCMS in 1960, and
bought KLYN in Lynden, serving the
westernCanadianmarket.
KCMS is a contemporary Christian
music station with a target audience
between 18-44, said Roger Gros-
senbachcr,news director. "It is primarily
seen as amusic ministry via radio."
KCIS offers adifferent approach, one
of information and teaching.The target
group, said Grossenbacher,is40-55. The
music offered isChristian easy-listening.
Another ministry of CRISTA's is the
85-acre Miracle Ranch Camp,acquiredin
1962, and the 135-acre Island Lake
Camp,acquired in1974. Both facilities,
providing outdoor experiences to
youngsters, are located in the Puget
Soundarea.
More services
Still another service is CRISTA
Counseling,started in1975 to serve the
region's troubled youngsters and their
families. This division of CRISTA has
three locations
—
Riverton,Everett and
CRISTA
- serving those needing
marriage, family and individual
counseling.
Susan Rose, office coordinator, said
the basic premise behind CRISTA
Counseling is that "we offer encour-
agementseeking fulfillment tolife...we
are committed to counseling spiritual
truth andpsychological truth."
Oneof the biggestoutreach programs
at CRISTA is World Concern, a
ministry toThirdWorldcountries. It was
founded in 1954 as Medicines for
Missions and, in 1970,became known
as WorldConcern when itbegansending
relief supplies overseas.
"World Concern is a Christian
development and relief organization,"
said Karen Hudson, donor service
representative."We work inAsia,Africa
and Latin America. . .we send field
workers over as nurses,doctors, social
workers and technicians."
Hudson siad the strengths of World
Concern are: agricultural development,
primary health care, veterinarycare and
education. "We focus on helpingpeople
helpthemselves."
Currently,WorldConcern is activein
relief anddevelopmentin22 ThirdWorld
countries.
Other divisions of CRISTA include
Intercrista,a Christian career planning
and placement service,and Tentmakers
International,anorganization providing
Christians with secular employment
overseas in order to provide a basis for
cross-cultural witnessandministry.
Mike Martin's main goal in the
late-40s was theestablishment of agrade
and high school which would offer
nondenominational Christian education.
Before CRISTA grew to its present size
and outreach Martin's primary concern
was this type of education for
youngsters.
He said in 1950,after the realization
of this: "Our schools are not for the
delinquentchild,but for thepredelinqucnt
youth, for the boys and girls who may
become delinquent if they are not
providedwith food,clothing,shelter and
love.
"Thebest way to combat delinquency
is to provide a Christian education," he
said.
In fact, Martin started his Christian
ministry to teens six years before
organizing King'sGarden Inc.Operating
out of his own home, King's Teens
provided informal devotional meetings
whichincluded singing andBiblereading
to over 100 boys andgirls.
When the City of Seattle gaveup the
Shelly Griffin/The Spectator
Crista Ministries Administration Building, formally the administration Building of the old
Firlands Sanatorium of North Seattle, is now home to administrative offices, World Concern and
Intercristo.
(continued onpage seven)
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Religion/Ethics
Discernment group
battles cults
By John Teehan
SpectatorEditor
When a religious group is centered
around a strong charismatic leader or
when doctrine is unbiblically founded,it
is generally considered acult, said Tim
Brown, director of The Colossian
FellowshipChristian discernment group.
There are other ways to define a cult
said Brown. Heexplainedthat cults tend
to exert unusual control over their
followers and "recruitsnew followers by
deception and/or defaming other
religions."
It is for these reasons that The
Colossian Fellowshipof Burien attempts
to warn people about cults.
"Ourmain goal is tokeeppeople from
going into cults rather than bringing
them out," said Brown. "Ifwekeep them
from going in they never have to
experience(psychological trauma)."
The Colossian Fellowship was formed
in 1982 because there wasa strongneed
for discernments groups here to combat
cults, said Brown. The group is
concerned with "doctrine that is
unbiblically founded -- one that goes
against what theBible teaches."
Oneexample of this typeofdocrtrine,
said Brown, is Moon's teaching that a
new Messiah
--
himself
--
wouldbeborn
in Korea in 1920, and that the new
Messiah would finish the work Christ
didn't finish."
Discernments groups, said Brown,are
concerned with reaching people and
helping them "define truth from the
error."
The Colossian Fellowship takes their
name from Colossians 2:8: "See to it
that no one makes a prey of you by
philosophy and empty deceit, according
to human tradition, according to the
elemental spiritsof theuniverse,andnot
according to Christ."
They spread their message and
concerns by lecturing in churches when
invited, by offering tracts and by pub-
lishing a bimonthly newsletter, the
"C.F. Prevue."
"Weare aninterdenominational group
andnota church.. .what would becalled
a parachurch group, being we aid the
church,"said Brown.
Take on churches
Not only does the Colossian
Fellowship take on new cults, said
Brown,but theyquestion the doctrines of
established churches suchas the Mormon
Church, Seventh-day Adventist Church
and theRomanCatholic Church.
"We takeon established cults because
theyare as dangerousas new cults," said
Brown.
Brown said the Mormons and the
Seventh-dayAdventistsarebeing "deeply
deceived" and that in their "system(s)
theydon't have totalsalvation."
Concerning the Roman Catholic
Church: "We don't openly call them a
cult; we have concerns over certain
doctrines that are taught," said Brown.
"We don't go out and work on the
Catholic Church the way we do cults,"
said Stewart Johnson, member of The
Colossian Fellowship and former
Catholic. v
"Mostly in a lecture on the Roman
Catholic Church," said Brown, "we
would talk about the differences (we
have) in Mariology (the body of belief
relating to the Virgin Mary) and the
different modes of theEucharist."
Roman Catholics are the biggest tar-
gets for the cults, said Brown, and that
"over 75 percentof the converts to the
Jehovah's Witnesses "are Roman
Catholic."
Brownnoteshis groupand the Church
are similar inmany ways. "We believe
Jesus isour only Savior, that the Lord's
Supper and HolyCommunion should be
observed, and to love God and to love
oneanother."
"Spiritual connection"
Occupying a considerable portion of
the group's time is the Community
Chapel and Bible Training Center in
Burien. Brown said the people are
centered around their pastor,Don Barnett,
which isone of the signsof acult.
Johnson, also a former member of
Community Chapel, said, "The Bible
never tells you to centeronsomeone else
or something else."
Brown said Barnett teaches "spiritual
connection," in which members of the
opposite sex perform close physical
dancing.
Barnett has "encouragedpeopleopenly
from the pulpit to form their spiritual
connection with someone else's wife
girlfriend, boyfriend or husband othei
than their own," saidJohnson.
Brown also teaches against the
wearing of a cross, saying it is an
instrument of torture.
SaidJohnson: "Barnett teachesagainst
the cross. He says that it's like
venerating a machine gun in our day.
It's just an instrument of torture;
therefore you wouldn't put a machine
gun around your neck or pin it on your
coat,so don't do itwith a cross."
The best advice Brown can give to
Christians is to test their own doctrine.
He also said to be aware of cults, for
they teach an"elitist position."
"Having a good thorough under-
standing of Jesus Christ. . .and that
knowingGod is in a class by Himself
is important, saidBrown.
The facade ofKing's Garden High School inNorth Seattle.
propertyand deededit toKingCountyin
1948, Martin offered to lease it for $1
peryear.
No problem said city and county
officials ~ maintenance of grounds and
buildings for no purpose was something
they did not want to deal with.Martin's
offer wasaccepted.
Martin set up nondcnominational and
nondoctrinal religious instruction. The
curriculum was formatted like a public
school's and the teachers were certified
instructors.One hour aday was devoted
to Bible instruction.
Ten years later the 42-acrecampus was
placed up for public auction by the
county with a $100,000 minimun bid.
After much prayer andnumerous phone
conversations Martin showed up at the
auctionandoffered $100,001.Sold!
".. .kids want to be here."
Seven students graduated in 1951
—
four boys and three girls
—
compared to
72 this yearand 84 last year. When the
first graduating class attended school
tuition for one student was SI35 per
school year. If a family sent a second
child it was $112;a third cost $90.
Since there wereresident students in
thosedays living inboarding houses on
campus,costs werehigher for them.
Board cost $250per year for bothmen
and women, while the women's student
dormitory (private baths) costSI30 and
the men's (shared washroom facilities)
amounted to $100.
Today's costs are much higher. For
one student inhigh school tuition costs
$2,480. Ua family has a second child
attendingitcosts$2,105; eachadditional
child thereafteris 51,730.
Tuition is slightly lower for the junior
high,elementary andkindergarten levels.
But whatis money if students are in
an environment where thry can learn?
"King's (although a division of
CRISTA, the schools are stillreferred to
as King's) is really the first school I've
seen where the kids want to be here.I
know Ido," said Maria Musselwhite,
ninth gradestudent.
The address is the same
--
19303
Fremont Ave.North
--
now as it was 35
years ago, but the setting has changed.
Not only has CRISTA Ministries
expanded to 55 acres, up from the
original 42, but some of the original
buildings(31 inall)have been removed
andreplacedbymoremodern facilities.
As one drives northwest along the
maincampus road
-- King'sGardenDrive--
most of CRISTA's ministries can be
seen. On the right is the broadcasting
building, the counseling center and the
Royal Apartments,home to many senior
citizens.
On the left is the senior citizen
community complex and thepicturesque
high schoolbuilding.
Straight ahead is the Tudoe-looking
Adminstration Building,home to World
Concern and Intercristo. Thispart of the
campus has not received much of a
facelift since thebeginning days.
It is the lower campus that some
earlier graduatesmight notrecognize.
Driving -- or walking down N. 190th
Place the Cristwood Apartments come
into view. Built as partof the "Project
7&"campaign, these "condominium-type
living" quarters are "luxorious -- from
studio to three-bedrooms," said Myrna
Smiley, administrative secretary. They
offer comfortable livingarrangementsfor
over 250 senior citizens.
Woolsey Stadium, the athletic field,
also benifitted from the building
program. A new eight-Ianed track was
installed,allowing the track and field
team to compete on campus instead of
using other schools' facilities. The
bleachers are new; so is the Scoreboard
andathletic shed.
Woolsey Stadium and Mike Martin
Gymnasium, built in 1968,nestle up to
the Crestwood Apartments. On a hill
above the stadium are the Crest
Apartments'and the AmbassodorApart-
mems, more seniorcitizenhousing.
Chosen by God
MikeMartin is gone but the love and
vision of one man allowed an
organization to develop that meets the
needs ofyoungandold alike.
Says Vivian Martin: "I especially
miss Mike in the evenings for it was
then we would walk around the grounds,
visiting with those we met. We would
inspect any new project which was
underway and so often he would tell me
how muchhe loved theGarden.
"He marvelled that God had chosen
him tostart sucha large work."
Crista Ministries offers many outreach programs, one being the
"condominium-style living" of Cristwood Apartments on the lower
campus. Thecomplex,built in 1978,houses over 270senior citizens.
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Soap box Forum
The Past & Future of the Spectator
Every year a good portion of the
Spectator staff rolls over and calls it
quits. No, it's not because of apathyor
due to that common term: "burn out."
Graduation peels Spectator members
away,beingreplacedby new faces with
new ideas
—
sometimes manynew ideas.
Next year's Spectator staff is a strong
one, just like this year's. The regime
bowing out promised Seattle University
a new, revolutionized newspaper, wil-
ling to grapple with campus issues and
international issuesof every sort.
Well, what did S.U. get this year?
Exactly what was promised. A campus
publication that attacked the invasion (if
Afghanistan. South Africa's policy of
racial segregation
-- apartheid, was
blasted.
Closer to home, the termination of the
S.U. baseball program was questioned.
So was the decision to raise tuition for
Commentary
the upcoming year to 8.8 percent. All
these issues were of concern to S.U.
students, faculty, staff and admin-
istration.
Nextyear, we, the 1986-87 Spectator
staff, will do the same
-- bring you a
quality publication by keeping some of
the same ideas that thepast staffcreated
andbycreating some of our own.
Suchas:moregraphical uniformity in
all the sections
--
arts, features, sports,
religion, news
--
but not to the point
where the creativity of the sectioneditors
willbe takenaway.Anew position, that
ofgraphics/photoeditor,has beencreated
tooversee graphics.
The area of religion/ethics will take i
special section, probably once a month
soas not tosaturate the subject.
Being a Catholic, Christian insti-
tution, we feel it is important to cover
religion, at least objectively.
Night students were forgotten; more
coverage of them and their needs is
something we would like to try. Weare
open to suggestions.
It was a good Spectator year and it
will be a good one next year. Next
year's staff thoroughly appreciates the
support this year'sstaff showed for us.
With what the 1985-86 staff createdin
the way of ideas and interest,and with
theplans we have for next year's paper,
the Specator should take another step
forward.
We look forward to meeting your
needs nextyear.Have agoodsummer.
Damagingattitudes
Student involvement and participationnecessary
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorNews Editor
IIn reviewing the year's news high-lights, the most significant event may
not be readily apparent. While the
trumpeting ofa ten year anniversaryand
theclamoring of the buildingconstruct-
ion, have certainly been major events,
the most important and perhaps most
misunderstood event has been the in-
creased interestandinvolvment of Seattle
University'sstudents.
Defying the "apathy" label, students
haveorganizedand involved themselves
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on all levels of campus for various
reasons. Students Starving for Improved
Food Service, Students Against Apart-
hied,Dorm Council,ASSUSenate, the
social conscious groups like Coalition
for Human Concern and other campus
groups have spokenout and takenaction
on issues important to students.
These groups through their involve-
mentandparticipation have helpedshape
some administrative decisions oncampus
such as divestment, freezing the price on
food plans and the establishment of a
renovation committee. These groups
have also, through involvement and
participation, helped shape the attitudes
of students on social causes such as the
nuclear freeze movementand theeffect of
student input into administrative de-
cisions.
Thereare, however,two ideas working
against S.U. students' increased partici-
pation and involvement. The ideas, ex-
pressed by some university admin-
istrators,which are damaging to student
involvement,are the analogy that S.U.
is just a corporation and the labeling of
student involvement ascomplaining due
to lack of immediatereward.
The first idea that S.U. is a
corporation goes something like this:
"S.U. is like a major corporation with
Father Sullivan as its chief executive
officer." While this analogy may be
useful settingup an image of financial
stablility for a future major funds con-
tributor, it short sells the students. If
you extend the analogy, which is never
done by the administration, students
mustbe either stockholders or consumers
because their moneykeeps theuniversity
operating.
The primary goalof acorporation, at
least most corporations, is to remain
financially sound and to turn a profit.
The primary goal of S.U., as stated in
the mission statement written by
Sullivan, is directed towards helping
studentsprepare for life andservice in the
community.
Ifwe were like the corporationimplied
in the example,whyhave a Jesuitpriest
for the chief executive officer and not
some Havard Business School grad?
Why? Because S.U. is more than a
corporation. It is better than a corpor-
ation because itcares for and helpsshape
students.
The idea of the corporation may
identify S.U.but it undercuts what S.U.
really is and whatit hasbeen told iiisin
the mission statement.
The second ideaput forth by the some
administration members, which is dam-
aging to students,is the idea that student
involvment and participation isnegative
complaining or it has beenphrased as a
student attitude of "what have you done
for me lately?"
This administration attitude is par-
ticularity damaging because it dis-
courages the asking of questions which
students are trained to do. Theattitude of
complaining could be understood if the
complaints or questions wereuneducated
vindictive stabs at theuniversity
Students in the groups outlinedabove
werenotvindictive oruneducated. Many
groups ran students surveys, held pet-
itions drives and sponsored educational
forums and then asked questions. The
fact that students didnot smash windows
or disrupt classes should be a signal to
university administrators that goalof the
university is working. S.U. is produc-
ing students who can become informed
onasubjectand from aninformed stand-
point work in thecommunity.
As for the administrative comment on
student attitude of "what have youdone
for me lately," students cannot return as
alumniandsue for malpractice. Students
have todemand thebest "lately" because
"lately" is all most studentshave or can
afford.
Student involvement andparticipation
is good for S.U. because the reality
behind everyvisionfor the future are the
students. How S.U.preparesstudents in
view of mission statementand how S.U.
prepares students, now,on campus will
determine how those students will view
S.U.in the future.
The Soapbox Forum pages feature staff
editorials and guest commentariesfrom its
readers. All unsigned editorials express
the opinion of the Spectator editorial
board; its members being John Teehan,
Allison Westfall, John Wright, and Lance
R. Tormey. Signed editorials and com-
mentaries are the responsibility of the
author and may not express Spectator
opinion. Opinions expressed on these
pages are not necessarily those of Seattle
University or its student body.
Editor, John Brennan Teehan; News
Editor, Allison Westfall; Feature Edi-
tor. Lance R. Tormey; Arts & Enter-
tainment Editor, Lisa Banks; Sports
Editor, Angie Babcock; Photo/Grap-
hics Editor, Shelly Griffin; Opinion
Editor, John Wright; Fashion Editor,
Vickie Simons; Copy Editors, Helene
Wentink, Jennifer Vance; Assistant to
the Editor; Clarke W. Hammersley;
Business Manager, Sanjay Sippy;
Sales Manager,Peter Lam; Darkroom
Manager, Boone Sureepisarn; Adviser,
Gary Atkins; Moderator, Andy Thon,
S.J.; Stafr Cat, Draino. Reporters,
Susan LaFranchi; Eric Gould;BillHansen;
Laura Marinoni; Deanna Merry; Felicia
Oh; Baubie Paschal; Raelene Sam; Dean
Visser; Steve and Rob vonDueker.
All Letters to the Editor must be 250
words or less, typed, double-spaced,
signed and mailed or delivered to the
Spectator by 12 p.m. Thursday. Looking
Ahead entries must be mailed or delivered
by 5 p.m. Wednesday. AH must include a
phone number and address. Letters and
entries willbe published on a space avail-
ablebasis andmay be editedas needed.
The Spectator is published every Wed-
nesday during the academic year, ex-
cluding school holidays. Annual sub-
scriptions cost $10 and third class pos-
tage is paidat Seattle WA.
Next year's Spectator staff would like
to express their deep appreciation to the
staff of 1985-86, for without their
guidance and direction this edition would
not have been possible. We are indebted
to the departing staff: Chullaine O'Reilly,
Editor; Clarke W. Hammersley, News
Editor; Dean Visser, Feature Editor;
Brian Rooney, Photo Editor; Thcrtsak
Sae Tung, Sports Editor and Neil
Hayward, Business Manager.
Postmaster: Send address changes to
the Seattle University Spectator, 12th
Avenue and East Spring Street, Seattle
WA, 98122.
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Soap box Forum
U.W. student's drinking death raises questions
By Deanna Merry
SpectatorContributor
Iie
college yearsprovidean exciting
ingexperiencefor students. We get
/ our hands at independence while
ng and reaching our full potential,
a tragedy when death cuts that
rience short,
e recent death ofapromisingU.W.
omorc was a tragedy that held
ler grim reality: alcohol is apartof
ge life, especially in the Greek
System.
For the past two years, U.W.
sororities and fraternities have really
reacted toanew awareness ofalcohol use
and abuse. With the helpof the U.W.
and Greek alumniassociations,theyhave
just begun to crack down on drinking
within fraternities. The death of the
sophomore history major sets those
efforts back so that now they must start
againatground zero.
Parties take place all weekend on
Greek Row
—
even during the week.
"Anaccident by drunk drivingis themostoftencommitted
violentcrime in the UnitedStates today"
Alcohol-related highway deaths are the #1killer for 15-24 year- olds. (National
Centerfor Health Statistics,December, 1980)
In 1984 there were 44,241 highway deaths, of which 23,500(53%) were
alcohol-related. (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,"Alcohol inFatally
InjuredDrives-1984", WashingtonD.C)
Althoughpersonsbetween sixteenand twenty-four yearsold comprise only 20%
of the total licensed population and 20% of the total vehicle miles travelled in this
country byall-agedlicensed drivers,they cause 42%ofall fatal alcohol related crashes.
Research studiesconducted by thefederal government,the insurance industry and
others have consistently demonstrated that the rateofalcohol-related crashes declines
significatnly— anaverageof 28%— just after the age of21. Forexample,inMichigan
in1978, the raise of thedrinking age to 21"had aneffect of a20% reduction in injury
producing alcohol crashesamongdrivers 18 to20in the firstyear. 1,100 fewer drivers
were injured than would have been expectedwithout the agechange"(Testimony to
HouseSubcommittee on Commerce, Transportationand Tourism,October4, 1983).
a************************************
Testimony beforeNYState Senate on Mental Health
and AddictionControlCommittee,Nov.4, 1983.
*Thc leadingcauseofdeathamong 15-24 yearoldsisdrunk driving.
*
Fourteen teenslose theirlives eachday indrunk drivingaccidents.
'"Approximately5,000of the 25,000people whodieeach yearindrunk
drivingaccidents are teenagers.
*************************************
Between 1975 and1980nine statesraised thedrinkingageresultingin anaverage
28% decline innight-time crashesamongagegroupsaffectedby the change.
A five yearMichiganstudy showed that there wasan increase of alcohol-related
fatalaccidents by 132% andalcohol-relatedpropertydamage/injury accidents of217%
among18-20 yearolds when there wasonlya 9% increase in the amountofdrivers of
thatagegroup.
Michigan experienceda31%reductioninalcohol-related accidents in the affected
agerange during1979.
*
A 1974 Massachusetts studyconcluded lowering thedrinking age led to a40%
increase in fatalaccidents for youngdrivers.
♥1972-1975saw a60%increase in Iowaaccidentsby drunk18-20 yearolds.
"Drinking agelaws don't work; the kids will getit anyhow-that's whatIused to
think. Thefact is thatresearch from allover the country shows that auniform age 21
drinking law does work: notperfectly,but enough to make it worth while. It may be
thatnow the 21-year-olds can legally buyalcohol for the 18-year-olds,but before the
18'scould buy for the15's. In all slates where the legal drinkingage dropped from 21
to19 or 18,alcohol-related traffic deaths in that age bracket wentup;and whenit was
raisedback to 21,those deathsdecreased notably. A major reason for auniform law is
the elimination of "blood alleys" where drinking drivers crossed state lines to take
advantage of alower drinkingage. I'vechangedmymind. It won'tsolve everything,
but it will save livesor life-crippling for hundreds ofyoungpeople."
James E. Royce, S.J., Ph.D.
Father Royce is taking his expertise toBudapest, Hungary,on June3, to address
the International Congress on Alcohol and Addictions. His address is titled, "The
Spiritual AspectsofAlcoholism andRecovery."
Partiers hop to the house nextdoor,and
if they get too drunk, their own houses
are just steps away
— no driving
involved. A ban on alcohol in fra-
ternities could raise the number of
alcohol-related driving deaths, just
whenefforts to lessen them have been so
successful.
Minors should not be so blatantly
allowed to drink at parties. But no one
can really stop 21-year-old fraternity
members from buying the kegs or the
bottles.
But those who try to limit alcohol
consumption will never get past one
barrier: 18-to-20-year olds who are al-
ready limitedby age are eoine to drink
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no matter where they do it. Ifalcohol is
banned from U.W. fraternities,members
canalways take their parties tohouses of
private individuals. Or, they can use
their fake I.D. togetinto Seattle bars.
Banning alcohol altogether from
fraternitypartiesis ideal,butunrealistic.
Again,kidsare going to find someplace
to drink. One realistic answer may be
placing a limit on the number of kegs
allowed at a party. Subtle limitations
will probably be more successful than
total prohibition You can't expect
college sophomores to adhere to adult
rules just when they're learning how to
beon theirown.
The real answer lies not only in
pressure from adult organizations,but in
real individual efforts among college
students themselves. With alcohol
awareness alreadyaboundingat theU.W.—
especially after the tragic death ~
students themselves need to go one step
further and truly actupon that awareness.
Conscious efforts need to be made to
monitor alcohol consumption notonly
on the individual level, but on the
collective levelas well.
Students should view drinking as one
of the responsibilities of maturity ,not
as one of thebenefits. Peer pressureis a
bad excuse; strong, mature adults
shouldbe able toapply peerpressure no!
todrink.
Beingamember of the Greek System
is fun (Ilived on Greek Row for ayear).
And yes , it gets wild. Because of the
safety of the few blocks of Greek
System, people tend to drink and drink
and think nothing could go wrong in
their somewhat sheltered world. But
alcohol really can lead to tragedy,as the
jeathlast week demonstrated. With this
reality inmind,students themselves can
preventalcohol-related tragedies. All it
lakes is a little caring and alot of
responsibility.
Immature behavior will cause author-
ities to impose limitations resulting in
more rebellious behavior. Ifstudents can
learn to party within some boundaries,
maybe theycanenjoy thenew independ-
ence that goes along with college
-
withoutanvone eettine hurt.
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Letters ToThe Editor
Ex-Editor speaks out
To theEditor:
Now thatmy term asSpectator editor
has expired,Ifeel Ican respond to the
discourteousstatementmade byPresident
William J. Sullivan,SJ., in regards to
the 1985-86 Spectator.
In the May 8 issue,he went on the
recordassaying, "Youhad the very,very
negative attitude of the Spectator this
year.This iscertainly themost negative
Spectator that we had in my 10 years
Since when is it negative to deal with
issues as diverse as disabled students,
rising tuition,student drug abuse,South
Africa, declining black enrollment,
AIDS, or women in the 80s, to name a
In the same paper,Sullivan is quoted
assaying thathe defines Jesuit education
as "overcoming ignoranceandprejudice."
One doesn't overcome social evils by
ignoring them Father Sullivan.
He goes on to say that he is going to
write a chapter in his book about how
opposition occurs to anyone trying to
bring about change in an institution.
"People will react against him,"he says.
Iquestionhow hecouldsay this and then
turnaround todenounce the Spectator for
advocatingequality andsocialchange.
It seems tome that theproblem is not
(he Spectatorbut what it has chosen to
cover this year. The journalism advisor
recently posted a notice which said this
was the strongest and finest Spectatorhe
has seen in his eight years at Seattle
University. In my opinion, this is a far
cry from "the most negative in 10
The 1985-86 Spectator staff has tried
to give Seattle University the finest
student newspaper in the Northwest.
They have had thecourage to deal with
issues that make readers think about the
world, as well as their school. To call
this effort "negative" is a betrayal of
self-interest.
IRespectfully yours,Chullaine' O'Reilly
S.U.'s dreamer
To theEditor:
Martin Luther Kingonce said,"Ihave a
dream." On SeattleUniversity'scampus
today there is a man who has a dream.
No
-
not justonedream,but anumber of
dreams. He dreamsof respect,he dreams
of quality holistic education,he dreams
of the individual's personal growth, he
dreams of a strong, supportive
community, and along with these
dreams,he dreamsof SeattleUniversity.
Someofhis dreamshavebecome reality.
He has gained respect for thisUniversity
in the Seattle area, in Washington State
and throughout the country. He has
providedaquality,holistic education that
focuses on the student as an individual,
preparing him or her to be more than
merely a productive member of society.
Because of his commitment to his
dreams, the dream ofastrong,supportive
community will also oneday become a
reality.
But,hecan't dreamalOne. His dream for
this strong, supportivecommunity must
be campus wide. Faculty, staff,
administrators and students need to
support, trust, work with andbelieve in
one another.
Why criticize himfor his dreams? They
began before he started his work at
Seattle University and because of his
dreams look how far theUniversity has
come! New programs, such as the
Doctoral program in Educational
Leadership and the Institute of
Theological Studies have been
established. Endowment has increased
400% ,and enrollment 30%. There has
also been a large increase in alumni
supportand financial aid. Looking ahead
into the futureIsee new buildings and a
whole new campus to better meet the
needs of Seattle University's diverse
population.
This has happened (and is happening)
because a man had a dream. Don't you
think it is time we as students stand up
and thank this man for his dedication to
his dreams? Ido
--
and wish it could
havebeen done sooner.
Thank youFather Sullivan.
Sincerely,
Trislia Drown
Ortega'spride & Joy
To theEditor:
John Wright's (May 15) article on the
contras was hardly objective. John
Wright doesn'tbelieveanythingunless it
supports his position. When he
encounters facts that are contrary to his
position, he conveniently writes them
off as "absurdlysilly comments."
Now I'm not a red baiter, but Idare
say John's position is the same position
taked byDanielOrtega,FidelCastro,and
those other thugs in the Kremlin, who
are masters of propaganda, masters at
hiding the truth from people with good
intentions.
With that said,Iquestion the credi-
bility of some of John Wright's "facts"
regarding the contras' alleged human
rights abuses.But keep it up John,Dan-
ielOrtega mustbeproudof you.
Sincerely,
Peter Vandenberg
Disobediently civil
To the Editor:
On May 28, 1985,Iwas arrested in
front of the White House after
Sojourner's permit to demonstrate was
revokedon site, thepolice officers gave
us three warnings to move yet we
continued to remain kneeling,praying
for the Reagan Administration, the
madness of theNuclear armsrace and the
poor who are the direct victims of this
madness. One by one 72 of us were
arrested.
Sojourners sponsored the Peace
Pentecost 1985 Conference,"TheRiseof
Christian Conscience"(May 25-28) and
"TheRiseofChristian Resistance."
At the conference werepeople fromall
over the country concerned or involved
with the Pledge of Resistance, the
Sanctuary Movement, the Overground
Railroad, the Agape community, the
Tracks Campaign(White Train),
Plowshares, Nevada Test Site,
Anti-Apartheid Movement, Death
Penalty Abolitionists, among other
groups.
People who spoke included Henri
Nouwcn, Jim Wallis, Phil Berrigan,
Shelley Douglass (founder of Ground
Zero Center for Non-violent Action and
lives across the tracks fromBangor),Jim
McGinnis and Don Mosley to mention
just afew prominent ones.
The plan of demonstration included
legal and civil disobedience at six key
spots in Washington D.C. At the
White House, we prayed against the
madness of thenuclear arms race,for the
poor who are its principle victims,and
for the security that comes from
establishingjustice andmakingpeace.
At theStateDepartment weprayedfor
anend to violenceincentral Americaand
a foreign policy that seeks peaceful
negotiations rather than military
solutions. At the South African
Embassy we prayed against the violent
system of Apartheid and for our own
country to put its weighton the side of
freedom anddemocracy inSouth Africa.
At the Soviet Embassy, we prayed
against the brutal violence in
Afghanistan and for an end to Soviet
intervention against its neighbors.
At the Supreme Court we prayed for
an end to the Death Penalty and for the
victims of violence and crimes in our
country. At the Department of Health
and Human Services we prayed for the
unborn and for an agendaof justice and
compassion for womenandchildren that
will create alternatives to abortion.
(That particular site was attended by
Scott Reigns, graduate of S.U.'s
CORPUS program who was also
arrested) 248 werearrested that day.
One point in telling you this is to
share with you the incredible taste of
freedom that came from tkaing this
actionof civildisobedience.
Jesusasked Peter, "Do you loveme?"
Jesus then gives Peter the challenge
"Then go feed my lambs", "Go feed my
sheep". In another passage Jesus says,
"Ifyou loveme, thencome follow me."
HenriNouwen said at the conference
that theopposite of love is nothate but
fear. Weareafraidof whatisinside and
outsideofus. We areafraidof God.
Fear is the most visiblequality of the
world. Fear is whatmakes usprisoners.
Specific fears that live in me and
many others considering civil diso-
bedience is the risk of alienation of
family and friends whodon'tunderstand.
Plus there is the fearof thegrandure and
mustcle tha law puts behind its "justice"
system.
These fearsbecame even morereal to
me when justbefore our sixgroups split
up, KIRO news approached and asked,
"Are you Jennifer Montgomery?" My
heart became lodged in my throat as fear
blocked words.
Before the weekend started Ihad
planned to do legal support work and
hadn't bothered to tell anyone back
home(particularly my mother) thatIwas
even inWashington D.C.
The realization that my mother was
going to see her only daughter get
arrested for a Federal crime on the 6:00
news when she thought Iwas in
Syracuse, New York, put a stop on all
rational thinking.
Ihad plannedon telling her in my
own way and my own time. NowIhad
no choice.
It was during the march around the
White House(asKIRO followed) thatI
had a taste of freedom. Control was
taken from me and Ihad to trust the
Spirit to enter the hearts of those at
home.
The temptation to only tell those who
Ithought would understand and be
supportive was (fortunately) takenaway.
Itasted freedom from the fear ofhaving
to tell my lovedones.
Itasted freedom from being mis-
under-stood. This action was my res-
ponse to God's love, as my own res-
ponse to "Doyou loveMe?"
When KIROinterviewedme as second
time just before Iwent into the
"No-Zone" forprotestorsIfelt thegiftof
theSpirit inmeandIwasnotafraid.
New light has been shed on the
scriptures by the Spirit for me through
this experience. Iam not so foolish to
say thatIam free,butIdidhavea taste
of freedom. Iwould be neglectful ifI
didn't tellyou that that tasteis sweet.
Jennifer Montgomery
Passionate faith
To theEditor:
LetmeapplaudJoel for saying what he
thought to be true in his article "Faith de-
stroysreason."
However, Joel didn't truly succeed in
making arealistic attack on "Faith". If he
had conditioned someof his statements to
refer to the way manypeople believeor act
on faith, some of his arguments would
havebeen tenable.
Instead,his article appeared tobe rather
naive. The net result is many believers
will simply dismiss his article, just as he
has dismissed them. This is a pity be-
cause faith is a notion which we need to
examinemoreclosely.
Faith,when perverted,can be very much
as Joel described. Yet many of the best
philosophers and theologians would cons-
ider Joel's notion of faith as highly im-
poverished.
Faith is not a stubbornly held belief,
even if that belief is about God as is
implicit in Joel's definition. Faith is an
approach to life, an approach to rela-
tionship, which perfects life and reason,
rather than destroying them.
On its lowest level,Ihave faith in the
evidence of my senses. For example,I
trust thechair upon whichIam about to sit
is really there. Yet in spite of this trust,
there are many instances in each of our
lives where the evidence of our senses has
deceivedus. One needs at least thismuch
faith just to getalong inihe "real" world.
(continuedonpage11)
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Analyzing faith on this level will make
some issues clear that will continue to
apply even to faith in God. In the first
place, we can never be absolutely and
objectively (intellectually) certainabout the
object of our experience. Oh, we can be
pretty sure, and this faith makes things
work for us, but we still make mistakes.
This takes us toour next issue,namely
that faith is a growing process. Faith is
either growth-orientedoritisdead. As we
test the evidence of our senses, our belief
structure changes to incorporate new
experience. So growth, action and dia-
logue are also essential elements of faith.
Finally, faith can becharacterized as the
willingness to accept, as true, those real-
ities which must be true in order for our
experiencestomake sense.
Faith on the level of determining
whether ihis chair is safe to sit in differs
from faith in an ultimate reality in only
two ways.
Theapproachof Faith remains identical.
But the content of faith and level of faith
changesand thelevel of opennessincreases.
Instead of a limited openness to our
physical senses, religious faith is char-
acterized by an openness to our deepest
needs for meaningandpurpose in life.
An authentic faith relationship involves
a continued and whole-hearted dialogue
between reflection andaction in the world.
A truly faithful person seeks to
understand,or at least toaccept,all of hers
or his experiences. This includes lone-
liness, joy and a mysterious longing for
meaningandpurpose inlife.
Reason, when coupled with faith, can
say a great deal about these aspectsof our
experience, but reason alone is but an
exercise in futility. The content of this
level of faith revolves around how we find
such meaningand purpose inour lives,not
with justhow to buildabetter can opener.
Faith on this level focuses primarily on
our ultimate relationships with each other,
our world,and our God
-
andhow wecan
use the giftsof reasonandour world for the,
betterment of all.
Finally, faith is a passionate, whole
hearted response. Itdoes notexclude the
intellectual,but it involves far more than
mere rationalization.
Let me in summary say that if the
notion of faith presented inJoel's letter is
indeed the only one to which he has been
exposed, thenhe is right to reject it And
indeed,he isalsoright to rejectany notion
of God which is as impoverished as the
notion of Godimpliedby his commentary.
By rejecting these we can only hope he
has the passionate faith to pursue these
issues further.
Doubtful doubts
Francis Degnin
To theEditor:
Iwill briefly refute the general
premise of the article "Faith destroys
reason."
Faith docs not destroyreason. Rather,
onecompliments the other. Reasondocs
notexist without faith, for we must rely
on faith in order to function. The fact
that we reason implies faith in our
ability to do so. Writing an article
especially demonstrates belief in our
ability to know.
The fact that doubt exists proves the
inability to escape faith. And should
doubt not exist for some, that only
means theyare right of blind. Whether
right or blind,though, they believe they
know.
Even should they claim to know,and
are absolutelycertain of this knowledge,
their knowing is based on faith in their
reasoningand faith that their information
isaccurate.
Why shouldn't we accept ourdata and
reasoning as correct; isn't it only
obvious? Sure it is,but accepting it
without it being "fully defined" or
proven is to acceptiton faith.
Thereis no gettingaway from faith;it
is the basis of our reasoning. Indeed,
the only thing we can absolutely know
is that webelieve we believe.
We can build our store of reasonable
knowledge from there. We arc believing
creatures, and while a belief that we
know something can be right or wrong,
wecan becertain that webelieve.
We do believe
James Davis
To the Editor:
The article in the May 22 edition of
the Spectator titled "Faith destroys
reason" by JoelMarquezcontainsmany
valid questions to which a Christian
must, insome way,respondif there is to
be substance behind one's faith.
However,Ifeel Mr.Marquez' argument
against faith was shortsighted and
unintentionally misleading.
Some of the argument's faults lie with
his understanding of the concepts in-
volved. For example,hecites ifGod is
infinite then he cannotexist. This con-
clusion is weak because he assumes
"that" which is infinite has, "among
other things. . .no finite particulars,"
although an infinite series of numbers
actually does include finite particular
numbers. Since his definition of "in-
finite
"
isin error, it invalidates thatpart
ofhis argument,andGodcan exist under
this logic.
Mr. Marquez also claims it isn't
necessary to suppose a prime cause.
Hdwever, scientists, who are highly
trainedin the waysof reason,have found
it necessary to propose things like the
Big Bang theory, which is curiously
similar to theBible's creationaccount.
The claim that reason leads to sure
conclusions is not completely true.
Sometimes the error occurs when the
thinker fails to check premises ad-
equately,but itbegins to appear reason
needs help when one realizes scientific
reason has given us a set of facts that
changeseveryday.
Most scientific truths will be thrown
out by the year 2050. Mr. Marquez
complains that "anything goes" with
faith, and yet reason has spawned
numerous "truths" and philosophies
whose number grow closer to infinity
every minute.
Mr. Marquez also claims those with
faitheasily fall prey to demagogues,and
yet throughout history many of those
who were most opposed to evil
leadership weremen and women ofgreat
faith, like Martin Luther King Jr. And
isn't the Catholic Church involved in
eliminating many of today's oppressive
regimes, such as those in Poland and
Marcos in the Philippines?
Ialso have a problem with his de-
finition of faith. He has assumed that
"faith is theacceptance of ideas without
rational proof," astatement which has a
negative connotation until one remem-
bers faith is also an alternative way of
knowing which is independent from
reason,making rational proof notonly
unnecessary but inappropriate and ir-
relevant.
In my own experience my mind
functions well outside ofreason in those
situations where logic is unhelpful.
Reason docs not adequately explain love
or spontaneous artistic inspiration.
Therefore, there is knowledgeoutsideof
reason, and almost on that point alone
his argument falters.
Consider the possibility that faith and
reason may appear to be diametric
opposites because they arc com-
plementary. A pluganda socket do not
work together until theyare united in the
way that allows them to fulfill their true
function . If one takes an objective look
at the world it seems we cannot live
without either faith orreason.
The benefits of scientific reason are
obvious, but look objectively at the
number of the world's diverse peoples
who have found it necessary to have
faith. And that number includes many
extrcmoJy objective and reasonable
scientists. These facts cannot easily be
dismissed.
Healthy applicationof faith andreason
quite probably lies in keeping both in
balance with each other. To operate
exclusively within the boundaries of
reason is potentially as dangerous to true
understanding as are ethnocentrism or
egocentrism.
In fact,using reason alone is just as
short-sightedasbeinga "fundamentalist"
Christian who accepts only "literal"
knowledge from the Bible. Both extreme
attitudes lock out large,necessary parts
of human experience.
As mathematics found it necessary to
accept irrational numbers,reason should
find it necessary to accept nonrational
faith.
Reason's limits
Conrad Chavez
To the Editor:
"Who is obscuring my designs with
his empty headed words? Brace yourself
like a fighter; now it is my turn to ask
questions and yours to answer me.
Where were you whenIlaid the earth's
foundations? Tell me, since you are so
well informed!" (Job 38:1-4). This is
the Word of the Most High as taken
from the book of Job, a literary
masterpiece of the wisdom movement
written at the beginning to the fifth
century B.C. In this passage the Lord
expresseshis anger to the philosophers
of the time for spreading the falsehoood
of their hollow speculations about the
natureofGod.Ifelt the very same way
uponreading in the May 22 issue of the
Spectator the article entitled "Faith
destroys reason", where ignorance and
arrogancebothreared their uglyheads.
The authorof the articlestated that
belief in God is unreasonable,but he
failed to rationalize his own theories
into answering the questions that lead
one toconclude that God exists. What is
the meaning of life? What created the
universeand theinhabitants of theearth?
Why are we all yearning so much to feel
the warmth and love of another person?
The answers to these and many more
questions all are found in the Bible.
However, for the atheist, life has
absolutely nomeaning, andour existence
is somewhat accidental.
The author of the article stated that
ifGod is infinite,he can't exist because
"that which is infinite has no limits,no
specific number of attributes, no finite
particulars. And to be nothing in
particular is not to exist." Quite a play
with words isn't it? The universe is
infinite. It has to be because it' it were
to terminate somewhere, there would
still be space beyond the termination
point. According to the author's logic
the universe doesn't exist.
The author's nextpoint was, "If all
thatexists must have a creator, then,say
the theologians, everything must have
been created by a prime creator, God.
But the very idea of a first cause for all
existence that is outside of existence
contradicts itself." The author's point
was that something that is "outside
existence" doesn't exist." The author's
fault was that he assumed that in order
for Godto createexistence,Godvnusvbe
"outside existence." God exists. God
was "within existence
"
whenexistence
was created. There is nothing contra-
dictory, there is no fallacy. There is
only misunderstanding.
I found the next point very
interesting. Theauthor posed,"Can God
createa knot thathe cannot untie? Can
He create a mountain that he cannot
climb? Can he create a weight that he
cannot lift?" Now here is something.
The author critcized believing in God
because it seemed contradictory, and
now he is demanding that God be
contradictory!
The author defined faith "as the
acceptance of ideas without rational
proof." He was correctin saying that we
muct accept God into our lives on the
basis of faith. Faith is an act of love.
Faith is a gift of one's self. If we accept
Godon the basis of hard and conclusive
evidence, there is no gift, there is no
love. Faith isapositive characteristic of
a person that God finds desirable. Why
did God choose faith to select his
followers? Again, faith is an act of love
andGodis love.
Actually there is some evidence to
lead us closer to God, but it must be
acceptedwithfaith,ofcourse. Man did
notcome to exist by accident, there is
design and order in the universe and a
caus and effect process in nature which
implies the notion of the Divine Creator.
There is ameaning for our existence.
JesusChrist once said, "A mancan
have no greater love than to lay down
his life for his friends" (John15:13).
God is trying to tell us something. God
is telling us, "I iove you so much andI
wantyou so much thatIdied for you."
God is love and a God is the Awesome
Force that is holding this universe
together.
John Ringbloom
(continued frompage 10)
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Fastfor
What's
with S
Special thanks to: Models Cheryl,Barbara, Tom, Keith, Corey,Dan,
Bryan,Christina andJulie andKatie Chase, Assistant FashionDirector of
theBon.
Mensand childrens fashionsavailable atgreaterSeattleBonstores.
Womens swimsuits available atgreaterSeattle Jay Jacobs stores.
Cheryl is ready fora splash in apalm tree printsuit withcut-
away strap side.
Barbara's twist back suit in three primary colors emphasizes the sleek bodi
The guys are going surfing and Cheryl is the board looking wild in her leopard face swimsuit. Corey's suit is in tropical abstract
print, Tom'sis pastel madras plaid, Danis Doles best friend in his pineapple print suit andKeith's is tlourescent turquoise and
orangeby Heet.
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Forward
What's sizzling
with Summer'86
Dan,
DTOf
Hot! Summer '86 brings skin baring,
sun lovingstyles to Seattle. The already
tanned bodies are looking to reveal that
rich brown of their skin. And yetothers
ar;anxious to bask on the beach day
after day shining withcoconutscented oils
A tropical escape iseveryone'sdream.
The hot colors andoutrageousstyles of
this years swimwcar allows choice
according to personality. The styles are
plunging and body emphasizing. The
fabrics range from metallics to prints.
About any neckline,lcglinc or backline
isavailable.
The prices are reasonable and the
selection is still wide. Some stores are
offering two for one, and some are
clearing out summer and replacing it
with fall. This is agood time to buy.
Smooth andsleek the 1986 bodies will
look in the stylesof this summer.
Barbara is thecapitain of the ship in aFlinstonesprint suit andit looks
like hercrew won't beputting up a fight.
Photos by Boone Sureepisarn
isizes the sleek bodiesof summei
This hot pink andblackprint cut away suitgives the
bikini illusion with onepiece safety.
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Soap "scoopster" hoping for national attention
By Baubie Paschal
SpectatorReporter
"Ican't remember notloving people
-
Ijust happen to have a lot of love to
give," says Cindi Rhinehart,a full time
reporter for KOMO's "Northwest
Afternoon" show.
A self-described "...ballof light with
tremendous energy
-Icame out of the
womb that way. . ." Cindi's love of
people and love of the soaps has made
her 3:00
-
3:30 p.m. segment,
"
Scope
on theSoaps" themost popular show in
this time slot, withover 33 percent share
of theafternoon viewing audience.
Rinchart's popularity has taken off
like a rocket since her first Seattle
television appearance on KOMO, Aug.
24, 1984, as a guest soap expert on the
show "Live at 4." On Sept. 24 of that
same year she was made a full-time
reporter of "Northwest Afternoon" in
charge of soap opera news and
interviews. So it appears Cindi is right
on target with what Seattle audiences
want to see. But why?
Clapping her hands as she does at the
beginning of her daily segment, Cindi
explainsshe makespeople feelgoodand
comfortable about watching the soaps
andeven talking about them.
"Soaps used to be laughed at, they
wereconsidered to be jokesnot too long
ago, but not anymore," Cindi stated.
"Today they are big money makers.
They supportprime time programming
and are one of the country's biggest
breeding grounds for super stardom."
Prior to her debut in Seattle, Cindi
worked for Warner Amex's QUBE
television in Columbus, Ohio. Before
she was hired in 1981, Cindi did not
watchdaytime or nighttime dramas.
"I just went around looking for a job
anywhereIcould in Columbus, but no
one wouldhire me,cuzIthink they were
afraid of the energyshowing throughoff
the camera; but QUBE took achance on
me.
"They said, 'there's not a show for
you,but we'll hire you and find a show',
whichisuncommon
- they usually have
a show in the television business and
then they go out looking for the talent to
host it. Andthe show they found for me
was 'Soap Scope' soIstarted watching
thesoapsand nowIlove them."
Cindialways knew she wanted tobea
star and work withpeople,butatage 18,
she had noplans and was frustrated about
what shewould make of her life.
"I remember Iwas standing at the
corner of 3rd and Broad in downtown
Columbus with my mother and I
complained that Iwasn't going to
college,andIdidn'thave plansetc. And
she told me to walk across the street to
this stationandIsaid,'Radio? What doI
know about radio?1and mother told me
to go over thereand waituntil theygave
me a job sinceIshould be with people
and 'radio is all people'; so guess what?
Six months laterIwas amanager at the
station, hiring and firing my own jocks
andeverything."
Her mother, Kay Rinehart,has and
still docs have, a great influence on
Cindi. "She was the cousin of an old
film star Wallace Beery, whose son ,
Noah, played Rocky on the 'Rockford
Files'.
"
She always flew out to Hollywood
and met and saw a lot of people and
things;Mother wasa dancer andhad lots
of energy too. Anyways, she was al-
ways putting me into this class or that
class. Iwound up with 17 years of
dance,acting,singing andmusic lessons.
(It's) all helpful
-
when you're in my
business,youreally dohave to do a little
of mosteverything."
Cindi later met, married, worked with
and divorced Mickey Wilson. She was
the singer/drummer in his trio while
their marriage lasted. When asked why
the marriage ended, Cindi grew serious
andquiet.
"He was jealousof my strength
— 1
lovehim to this day,but you can't waste
time being jealousof someone. If you
do, youstopyourself from growing."
She is a very self-assured and this is
whatbothersmanypeople whodon't like
her or her style. "I never ask for help.
Assistance,maybe, but never help...
You should always rely upon your own
abilities,dig your heels in. My belief is
that when 'thou hast a problem, thou
hast a gift,' so what the hell are you
going todo about it?Idon'tmean to be
egotistical,but 'norman, nor beast,nor
woman, nor anything' gets in the way
anddefeats meor what I'mdoing without
puttingup a fight."
Since she is so popular, especially
with the younger audiences in late high
schoolar earlycollege years, Rinehart is
often asked for advice about the
television industry and what it's like to
bea successful,working woman.
"I have a little pearl of advice for
everyone."Cindi smiles while clapping
herhands, "Get yourhands on! Flounder
around! I'vedone all the flounderingin
the world. If it's wrong, you'll find out
andbelieveme,you will!
"
Then what you need to do," a little
smile ofrecognitionescapes her lips, "is
pay attention to the signs. Some folks
don't do that. I've had to look in the
mirror several times and say, 'what are
youdoin,child?'"
"I am a serious person, a business
woman," Cindi added, "I love my
business -- 1intend to take itall the way
to the top, and all that laughing and
giggling isn't planned.. ."
Cindi takes a moment to think and
says with a grave though pleasant
manner, "It isn'tplanned,but everything
Ido is
-- well,youmight say 'oh yeah,
you say you lovepeople (but) youknow
you'regonna makealot ofmoney; you're
gonna be rich' and Isay 'Why not?'
Where is it written that Ishould'nt?
That's my attitude. I'ma business wom-
an and I'm gonna laugh all the way to
the bank, and an international TV show
ifIhave my way."
Cindi believes firmly that "what
comes around goes around" and doesn't
try to do "anything to somebody thatI
would'nt wantdone tomyself."
Cindi leans forward to divulge what
the future holds for her. "Well, the
longestI'veever been inone place(since
her career began) was two years -my
bags are always packed -- but Ilike
Seattle. Idon't what to schmooze,I
never shmooze, but great minds mix
here,and
-
this isa scoop ~ I've meta
wonderful man here and who knows?
Seattle may become a permanenthome."
Cindi winks andadds,"Butif someone
comes along and makes an offer to go
international, I'llbe gone in a minute."
Seattle could also be the home of the
child Cindi hopes to have oneday. "I'd
like to have at least one child ~Ilove
children. I'm not too old,youknow!"
When asked her age,she repliedslyly
she didnot know herselfand if shedid,"I
certainly wouldn't tell you!" It is with
tactful tenacity that Cindi Rinehart has
become one of the most popular and
recognized television personalities in
Seattle,and her sights are sethigher and
higher.
She is currently the only televison
reporter to do a daily soap scoop in the
country and she believes that if given
the right exposure, she can capture
national attention.
"Anytime I've gotten a hold of
something and felt it was in the right
direction,Igo after it.. .nothing stops
me, absolutely nothing."
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Chinchillas'
S.U.bandmixes fun music withserious ambitions
By L»f au Visser
SpectatorContributor
One of Jimi Hendrix's eyes looks
mean, the other sad. Hestares through
greensmoke,out of his poster andover
Pamela's shoulder. Pam smiles behind
tiny round sunglasses, tugs at her bass
guitar, and with skillful restrainthollers
the "Come on, come on" of Janis
Joplin's "Little Piece ofmyHeart" over
the band's crashing buildup before the
chorus.
Allfour Chinchillas arecrammed into
a closet-size basement rehearsal room
full ofamps, wiresandposters; theystep
over things and duck eachother's guitar
necks. When thesong ends, theydebate
ina few rushed wordsandphrases:
"Now we gostraight into.. ."
"Thatone that goes like..."
"No, let's do. .okay?"
Suddenly and with no noticeable
signal between themselves,theband falls
straight into the Grateful Dead's
"Ripples."
TheChinchillas made their firstpublic
appearancerecently at Arthur's("A Fine
Pub") on First Aye. North and Denny
Way in downtown Seattle. Word had
gottenaround,and theypacked(heplace.
There were frat boys with fake tans, and
new-wave girls wearing bored smiles
behind theirclovecigarettes.
S.U. students attend
A dozen younger Seattle University
studentsheld the tables nearest the stage,
glancing nervously behind themselves
now and then into Arthur's working
class atmosphere. Five or six nuns
from S.U.stoodmilling near the door.
All of the Chinchillas are S.U.
students. They started the band to "gig
around locally, just for fun," according
tolead vocalist andrhythm guitartistKip
Loui, 22.
With their collegiate following, their
tongue-in cheek dedication to the 60's
and their horizons limited to the Seattle
bar scene, theChinchillas as a band are
all about dancing and fun. But
individually, they talk of serious careers
incommercial music.
The brutality of and odds against
success in their chosen career field are
cliches, and they joke about them, but
the jokes all end on a disquietingly
serious note. Music is central to their
lives,and there is something about their
eyes hinting that they may have
glimpsed within themselves the bright
danger of a passion that requires
greatnessand only reserves room for a
chosen few.
Drummer Bill Moyer, 20, drives the
band to rehearsal in his rust-colored
Volkswagen van. With his tie-died shirt,
loose smile, and long, dark hair. Bill is
the most 60-ish looking of the group.
He plays the drums barefoot. He is,
however, the onlyChinchilla who does
not look atmusic asa lifetime career.
"Mostly,"Billsays,
"
I'm justhelping
theseguysoat"
Bill says he is a "bom activist, ana
wants to work for a gamut of social
causes thathappen tobe associated with
the music the band plays: "whales,
seals,military non -interrvcntion."
He says his personal religion has a
Buddhist influence,and that music is
vitally important tohis life as it "takes
everybody to the sameplace," regardless
ofideology.
So Bill obviously fits in well with the
Chinchillas' style, but he seems apart
from the other three in some way. He
smiles, talks and laughs when the rest
don't. He drives the band loose and fast
into a chilled Seattle sunset, leaving
Interstate 5 for green and residential
Ballard.
The rest of the bandshare Bill's sup-
per of junk food, boughten routealong
with $3 worth ofgas. A thinly dressed
ex-hippy with wild eyes, peddling
Curbstone roses on a street corner,
swoopshisbouquet in the van's direction
as the Chinchillas pass, as if flagging
them intoarace.
Debut night
AtArthur's,on the Chinchillas' debut
night, the fourth guitar string of the
eveninghas snapped half-way through
the four hour set, and thereare no more.
Kip disappears from the stageand runs
outsideand across the dark street to an
apartmentbuilding. The crowd starts to
sound louder, and some of the shouts
havean almost unfriendly tinge.
Lots of party fun one minute, even
Arthur's suddenly getsalittledemanding.
BassistPamela Comstock steps to the
front of the stage and starts in on
"Mercedes-Benz" acappela,and instantly
everythingis alright. At 18, with her
longblondhair andround face,shelooks
even younger than she is.
The crowd seems fascinated by the
way her young looks contrast with an
obviously trained voice and with her
old-fashioned black Sunday dress and
heels. They sing along loudly, com-
pletely disarmed. Pam's friends from
S.U.look relieved.
Somehow, Kip returns from the
apartments with a guitar string, and
withinseconds the band isinto feverish,
up-tempo versions of Simon and
Garfunkel's "I am a Rock" and Buddy
Holly's "Not fadeAway."
Their music is rough and sometimes
almost grates when the bass goes ways
toohigh or theharmony falls apart But
the attitude is there, and the audience
drinks a lotofbeer. The Chinchillas get
lotsof applause.
Theykeepanallegiance to the60s but
the speedand heaviness of their drums
show irrevocable tracesof the punk/wave
influence. Much of their sound
indicates a debt to rock's post-punk,
post-everything search for its folk roots;
theChinchillas cover "Driver 8," a song
by Georgia's dark and wierdly rural
R.E.M., and another by the modern
psychedelicgroupGuadalcanalDiary.
For the mostpart they stick to catchy,
obscure songsone doesn't alwaysknow
by artist or title, but will easily
recognize after the first few bars: "The
Letter," by the Boxtops; "Change the
World," by Ten Years After; "Sunshine
Superman," by Donovan.
At Arthur's Kip kisses his micro-
phone, smiling and blinking while he
sings and plays hard. He leans on his
notes to create a bluesy tension in his
tenor, but he remains true to the
"underground" value of not letting his
voice get too melodic; he keeps an
emotional distanceinhis singing.
Lead guitartist and keyboardist John
Goldsmith, 18, sits on a stool in the
cramped rehearsal room and frowns in
concentration at his own or Kip's
fingers. When he plays,nothing moves
but his hands. He has longblond hair
and torn jeans,andsayshe hasplayedin
sevenbands already,mostly heavymetal.
He and Pam exchange one-liners
throughout the rehearsal, and say little
else.
"I'mgoing to be famous." Pam says.
"AndI'm going to followher around,"
Johnsays without smiling, "and jointhe
Pam Comstock Experience,"
Music important
Abruptly, both stop joking when
asked how important music is to them.
John makes a speech: "It's universalas
to communicating feeling. Ifind some-
times wordsareobsolete,and sincecom-
municating is a hard thing tocome by..
." he looks down athis lap and returns
to jokesand finelycrafted guitar runs.
At the same question,Pam stands up
and walks around, and finally says "I
don't want to say anythingabout that...
IfIsay any one thing, it would be too
narrow. . ." She turns and chops a
small, finite space in the air with both
hands.
Near 2 a.m. at Arthur's, while the
band packs up, Bill runs out into the
dispersingcrowd. "They say this is the
mostbusiness they'veever had," he tells
a group of friends. "1 guess One^'tt
going to give usa regular spot.
"
Bill's
back is slapped from allaround. Most of
theaudienceseems toknow Bill.
Pam stands near the stage surrounded
by friends. Kip and John pack their
guitars without smiling. Someone asks
Kip how much money the Chinchillas
havemade.
"Only ahundred dollars," Kip says,
andlooks down at the cordhe iscoiling,
"But,
"
he adds with something like a
sigh, "If they sold over a thousand
dollars' worth of beer, we get fifty
more." He seems very preoccupiedwith
packing.
Robert Plant stands stripped to the
waist before acrowd of thousands. His
back is to the crowd and he clutches a
live white dove; he smiles an odd,
triumphant grimace at it,as if it,and not
the screaming crowd shared in some
conspiratorial knowledge of what his
music really means.
Kip leads band
Outside Robert's poster in the tiny
rehearsal room, Kip croons Dylan's "I
shall be Released." A little sweat
shines inhisblond,early-Beattlehaircut.
There is no question he leads the band;
theyall watch what he does,and picks
the songs. Hismusic is more impor-
tant than school, says this St. Louis
musician. "Ihadnever been herebefore,
butIhada feeling about what it would
belike andIwas right."
"There wasn't much muscially hap-
pening in St. Louis,andIcouldn't see
myselfin anythingelse besides rock and
roll."
Will he make it here? Kip smiles a
bit shyly, then looks down athis hands.
"Well," hesays, "it's a roughbusiness..
." He looksup, then down again. "This
is whatIlove. Ican't seemyself doing
anything else."
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Survival ResearchLab" gives bizzare showing
By Baubie Paschal
SpectatorReporter
With shows titled "A Scenic Harvest
From the Kingdom of Pain" and "Fiery
Presentation of Dangerous and Disturb-
ing Stunt Phenomena," the last placeI
expected San Francisco's Survival Re-
searchLaboratories (S.R.L.) tostageone
of their uniqueexhibitions would be in
an oldMetro bus lot.Especially one lo-
cated at 14th and Jefferson,across from
Connolly Center.
Yet last Saturday, May 24, S.R.L.'s
Matt Heckert, Mark Pauline and Eric
Werner — along with afew land mines,
various mechanical devices and local
assistants
—
put on an evening of
spectacle those watching and listening
areunlikely to forget.
The show, scheduled to begin at 8
p.m., was delayeduntil 9:35 p.m., due
to a guest appearance from the Seattle
Fire Department fire marshall and an
unexpectedlylight eveningsky.
During the 90minute wait, the crowd
of 1,100 plus (along with the 100 or so
non-paying onlookers precariously
perchedon rooftopson13th Ave.) tapped
their feet to the old gospel music that
played before the show. As the fire
marshall paced the perimeter of the lot
and raised tiny sciroccos ofarid dust,a
couple of people tapped their feet to
tunes like "3 Rusty Nails." Iknew this
wouldbean interesting evening.
As a soundtrack of slow, industrial
music came over thestill air of the lot,I
noticed a large wrappedgift box move
andshake.
Emerging from the box was the
enormous headof asteer,suspendedand
swaying in pendulum fashion from a
lumbering four-legged walking robot.
Affectionately named Mr. Ed, the
creaturewalked westward into thecrowd
while a mechanical mooing noise
repeatedrhythmically over the airwaves.
Consisting of just a head and hide
stretched on the front and back of the
machine,Mr.Edcaused a few groans to
tear the blanket of dumbstruck silence
that envelopedthe crowd.
Meanwhile at the opposite sideof the
field/stage, the inquisitive Inspector
ambled before the crowd, moving with
calculated stealth toward a row of three
dead chickens, perched atop metal
pedestals that flapped their wings for
them in static flight.
Thefirst attempt to impale a bird in
itsspikedhands fails,but undaunted,the
Inspector tries again and succeeds,
showingoff the goredbird to thecrowd.
The square-wheeled car, the other
main mechanical attraction, sputters its
V-8 engine, trying to get up the
gumption to movea foot or two.
Werner and Heckert movearound the
perimeter of the area like two small
boys,hiding and crouched in the corner
of the living room on Christmas
morning, occasionally looking up from
the controls of their radio-controlled
toys.
this is what Ifound so refreshing
about this show
-
three guys excited
about all these intricate machines they
built from scratch,but really letting the
machines be the stars of the show while
theysiton the sidelines and tinker.
Butperhaps this is onlyconsidering
the ". . .most puerile appeal of the
show. . . " as Heckert phrased it,but
most people cannot look at large,
lumbering robots, shattering sheets of
plate glass, fluorescent tube rockets
(which shoot tubes of long light bulbs )
rows of dead birds waiting like sitting
ducks to be mowed down, without
thinking first of the visualshock and the
spectacle. Only later upon reflection can
one think about the relation of man to
machines, the matingof flesh to metal.
The immediate reaction is to what is
going onright then and there,and thisis
whatpeople paidthe fivebucks tosee.
And guess what? Iliked the show.I
liked the mistakes in the show, such as
when the fluorescent tuberocket misfired
and was sent by agentle gustof air over
14th where it crashed to the street in
front of Connolly Center. The best
moment of the performance occurred as
Werner's square-wheeledcar suddenly
lurched forward and toeveryonesurprise
(including Werner's) the carbarrelled into
the sound cannon.
This accident provedquite fortunate
-
it saved the show from becoming too
bogged down with redundant cannon
blasts from the cannon (they were cool
the first 5 times,but 10blasts were too
much),andit shockedboth the audience
and the actors to stay alert and on their
toes to the here and now of the
performance.
While many people thought the show
was boring or ". . .just too gross and
disgusting.. ."Ithought the useofdead
animals
-
for this is the only partof the
show that could have possibly been
consideredgross.which S.R.L.purchased
from a local butcher, was tasteful andat
the very least, thoughtprovoking. How
could a spectator ever carve a chicken
again without remembering the
applause-lovingInspector dismembering
the whole,featheredbird?
As themechanical lowingof cows to
the throbbing music ended, so ended the
performance,aperformance thatI'mnot
likely toever see again.
Seattle was very fortunate to have at
least a thousand folks come on down for
a little fun withmechanics. Ican't wait
tilnextChristmas.
Mechanical artist, Eric Werner of SRL, fine-tunes a square-wheeled
cart used in Saturday's show.
FELICIA OH/THE SPECTATOR
Robots, land mines andcannons were parts of the artistic battle staged behind this fence, on theold
Metrobus lot, last Saturday. SurvivalResearch Laboratories, a SanFrancisco-based art group, were
behind theunique performance.
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Impressive line-up
ofnew German films
at film fest
tBy Eric GouldSpectatorReporter
uunng tne nrsiweekendot the Seattle
International Film Festival(May 16-18),
three German films revealed an
impressive look at the new German
cimcma. From a syrupy sweet romance
to apsychological thriller to a war-time
drama, these three films provide a re-
freshing look at original works from a
new generationofGerman filmmakers.
The first film,"Zuckerbaby" ("Sugar-
baby"), directed and written by Percy
Adlon, is a surreal romance come- dy
aboutMarianne (Marianne Sage- brecht),
an unhappy 250-pound woman who
works as a mortician in Munich. She
spends her time aimlessly riding
subways and eating junkfood while
watching TVuntil she passesouton her
bedinher drab apartment.
She later becomes infatuated with a
thin subway conductor,Huber 133 (Eisi
Gulp) who'smarried.Determined tomeet
him, she takes time off from work to
pursueand seduceher man-of-her-dreams.
When Marianne catches her
zuckerbaby,it's love at first bite. Their
relationship develops from an awkward
dinner date toaregular affair.
This tender and at times funny ro-
mance between Marianne and Huber isa
love story that doesn't poke fun at fat
people; it's a romance that finds two
lovers that have found themselves in
each other,andnotconcerned about their
vanity.
"Zuckerbaby" is shot in a weavy
camera-style, at times reflecting the
misty-eyed lovestruck Marianne,andhits
the screen in love-druggedcolors, includ-
inghot fuschia pinks, dazed lavendars,
fluorescent lime greens and cool marine
blues.
Ah,romance.
"Zuckerbaby" is now playing at the
Varsity Theater.
"Sheer Madness" (May 16),
starring Hanna Schygulla ("Berlin Alex-
anderplatz," "Effi Briest"), is an intense
film about two women and their my-
sterious relationship.
Ruth (Angela Winkler) is a painter
whopaintsblack and whitereproductions
of classic works. She later meets Olga
(Hanna Schygulla), aliteratureprofessor,
whobefriends her after Olgapreventsher
from committing suicide.
Olga, who leads a confident andcon-
tent life, unlike Ruth, tries to support
Ruth'semotional needs andher artbefore
their friendship spirals into a frenetic
climax among themselves, their hus-
bands and their friends.
This psychologicaldrama,directed and
written by Margarethe vonTrotta, packs
a punch that's haunting, chilling and
original.
"Angry Harvest" (May 18) is
probably the year's most hard-edgedand
compassionate war-time romance since
last year's "Yearof theQuietSun."
Based on a true story of one Leon
(Armin Muller-Stahl), a middle-aged
single farmer who stowawaysRosa, a
young Jewish woman (Elisabeth
Trissenaar, who appeared in "Berlin
Alexanderplatz"), who escaped from a
train deporting Jews to a camp near the
Polish border.
Leon,concerned about their fate ifhe's
caught hidinga Jew inhis house, tries to
conceal Rosa from his gossipy
neighbors. Ultimately, he becomes
romantically attracted to Rosa, who
initially tries to resist his passes, hesi-
tantly lets her guard down to fulfill his
desire.
Directed by Agnieszka Holland,
"Angry Harvest" is a powerful film
about trust and desparation setagainst a
backdropofpassion, fear andparanoia.
The following lists some films at the
festival's final week:
♥ THE DREAM, Netherlands
--
Monday, June 2 (7 P.M.). Set in
the winter of 1895 in northern Holland
during widespreadhunger,three brothers
are tried for robbing a farmer
— acrime
theydid notcommit. This stunning film
fromPieter Verhoeff isbasedon aDutch
judicial scandal in the late 1800s. The
Egyptian.*
YELLOW EARTH, China --
Thursday, June 6 (5 P.M.). A
Communist army soldier who treks out
to the hinterland inNorthern Shaanxi in
1939 to spread communism and gather
folksongs from the locals, later befriends
a young girl who is forced into an
arranged marriage. The soldier feels like
preventing this marriage, but feels
powerless todo so. The Egyptian.
*
POPULATION: ONE, United
States -- Friday, June 6
(midnight). This is a post-nuclear
film about. . .er. . .uh.. .Michael Dare,
of the L.A. Weekly, describes it this
way: "If Frank Zappa and Hieronymus
Bosch took angel dust together, I'm sure
they'd come up with a bombastic
nightmare like this." Director-
screenwriter Rene Daalder will attend.
TheEgyptian.
*
MONA LISA, Great Britain-- Saturday, June 7 (7 P.M.). An
American Premiere. Director Neil
Jordan ("Danny Boy," "The Companyof
Wolves")brings anincredible film about
a man who delivers porn videos and
helps his prostitute friend find another
prostitute who's disappeared inLondon's
underground. Stars Bob Hoskins,
Michael Caine and Cathy Tyson.
Director Neil Jordan and Bob Hoskins
will appear to present this film. The
Egyptian.
*
MY BEAUTIFUL
LAUNDRETTE, Great Britain --
Saturday, June 7 (9:30 P.M.).
This upbeat film is about Omar, a
Pakistani livinginLondon,and hispunk
boyfriend, who try to get money to fix
up Omar's laundry mat.Star Daniel Day
Lewis will attend the screeningof this
witty comedy at theEgyptian.
*
A SALUTE TO JAN DE
BONT
- Sunday, June 8 (4
P.M.). Dutch oinematographer Jan de
Bont has a streaking record of success.
He has worked with director Paul Ver-
hoeven on "Turkish Delight," "Cathy
Tippel," "The Fourth Man," and "Flesh
and Blood;" and with director Fons
Rademakers on "MaxHavelaar." Jan de
Bont will attend thisspecial tribute fea-
turing film clips from the films he's
workedon. TheEgyptian.
*
THE ASSAULT, Netherlands--
Sunday, June 8 (7:30 P.M.),
closing night. An American
premiere.Director Fons Rademakers
("Max Havelaar")brings this powerful
film about a child in the Nazi-occupied
Netherlands whoremains asurvivorafter
his family iskilled. The boy later grows
up,trying to cope withhis life-long pain
of his family's death. TheEgyptian.
Publicity Photo
Cathy Tyson makes a film debut as a prostitute in London's troubled
underground in "MonaLisa."
Omar (Gordon Warnecke) gets advice from his entrepreneur uncle
(SaeedJaffrey) to refurbishhis laundry mat in"MyBeautifulLaundrette."
PeterTuinman stars as oneof threebrothers tried inanotorious juducial
scandal in "TheDream."
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"Retro:" Latest edition to Seattle dance scene
By Felicia Ob
SpectatorReporter
The latestaddition to the Seattle dance
club scene is the Retro, whichopenedits
doors on May16. The club,for those18
andover, features alternative dance mu-
sic. It's located atEighth and Olivenear
Skoochie's andCityBeat.
The club appears fairly unobtrusive
with its small neon sign in the window
andblack exterior. It appears to belike
anyother danceclub: dark interior,loud
music and a mixture of people. Some
are dressed conservatively, others are
dressedstraight outof Jay Jacobs, while
others sportdyed, jet-black or bleached
blond hair-dos, wear dark clothes and an
abundance ofblack eyeliner.
Many worksof art by local artists dot
the walls. Particularly striking is the
neon painting of Madonna and Child at
the entrance. A small area with tables
and chairs is to the left. A concession
bar offers light snacks andnon-alcoholic
drinks, including espresso, mineral
watersand natural juices. Just past the
bar is themain dance floor.
A huge screen on the left wallshows
videos to accompany the music being
played. On the other side of the dance
floor is a large two-level platform with
tables,chairs and ashtrays. People can
sitand talk with friends,eator watch the
video screen. Several televisions
throughout the club display videos as
The managers, Rick Brock, 23,and
Brent Roberts,22, said they startedout
with the idea for the club inMarch of
1985. Both had lived in Europe for
several years and hung out at clubs.
They said that theseclubs weredifferent
because people went not just to dance,
but also tohang out with friends. Brock
and Roberts said this was the kind of
place they wanted tostartin Seattle.
Brock and Roberts said they wanted
"to get away from theLatin-Disco scene
of the '70's." With guest disc jockeys
from musical establishments such as the
Vogueand KCMU they say the music
played at the Retro will be dance music
that leans toward theUnderground.
Groups currently beingplayed at the
Retroinclude Siouxsieand theBanshees,
the Cramps, Cabaret Voltaire, Nina
Hagen, the Church and even an oc-
casionalDoors tune.
Brock and Roberts say they are
different from other club managers
because they are willing to take therisks
that the other clubs might be afraid to
take. They said that their goal is to
create a ".. .darker place for people
who are pleased and comfortable with
themselves, have open minds, and can
appreciate progressive music that isn't
played on the radio or at other clubs
-
yet."
TheRetro has only been open for two
weeks and is still in the process of
completion. Brock andRoberts said they
are building an additional stage for
people to dance on and areconsidering
opening the roof for dancing during the
upcoming summer months. They are
planning to have live shows featuring
national andlocal musical groups.
Brock and Roberts said they are also
taking specialprecautions toinsulate the
walls and control the noise levels so as
not to disruptneighboring businesses.
The Retro is locatedat 1624 -8th and
Olive and is open Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.;
Fridays and Saturdays from 9 p.m. to 6
a.m. Admission is $5 with one re-entry
each evening.
Young managers Rick Brock andBrent Roberts standproudly in front
of theirnewdance club. TheRetro is open to ages 18 and up.
Comediangives some goodadvice about realworld
By Lisa Banks
Spectator Arts/EntertainmentEditor
"This isn'tclass. You're in the lounge.
Kick back," Peggy Platt told the grad-
uating seniors who gathered on Wed.,
May 21 at a reception in their honor.
Thereception on the second floor of the
StudentUnion Building was partof the
SeniorChallengeand featured aperform-
ance byPlatt, the 1985 Laugh-Off Win-
Platt appearedon stagewearingbright
yellow pants and shirt with a hot pink
top shirt. Her spikedhair lends itself to
many numerous comments:
"Fashion is my life. Thought I'd
point that out. This is actually from
Fashion Concepts for the Blind.
Ithink the key thing in fashion, for
me, ishair. Iget alot of flack about my
hair. Idon't think my hair is that weird,
butIget people whocome up to me and
want to touch it...AndIhave to explain
to them thatIlived in San Francisco for
awhile and there nunshavemohawks."
The Senior Challenge is an annual
fundraiser for two$1,000 scholarships to
be given to exceptionalupperclassmen
and women, according to the Senior
Challenge Committee. Students were
challenged to make a one, twoor three
year contribution of $19.86.
Contributor's names were placed in a
random drawing for prizes that included
an EXPO tour for four, a haircut at
Broadway BeautySchool andadinner at
Sea Galley.
The senior class established the
scholarship fund three yearsago. Stud-
ents are invited to apply in the Fall and
are selectedby the ScholarshipCommit-
teebefore Christmasbreak. Jody Anable
andNadine FabbiShushan were this past
year'srecipients.
Platt bluntly described the purpose of
the eventin the first partofher act:
"The purpose of this is to pitch for
cash. If theykeepyouhappy and laugh-
ing and give you alittle bit to drink (of
course, it's not enough to really do
anything), then you'll give cash...
They want nineteen dollars and
eighty-six cents till you die or some-
thing. It's a nominal fee. Think about
your insurance premiums and think
about the fact that people nextyear will
get tohave this party. It bringsa tear to
your eye,doesn't it?"
Platt said she has always been
interested in the theater. "I ended up
going toacomedy show anddecided that
this would be a good vehicle to be able
to do other kinds of theatrical things,"
she said.
The first club Platt performed at was
Spat's. "It closed the nightIdidanopen
mic," she said. "So that was kind of a
hint, but Idecided to stay with it
anyways." Platt said shealso performed
at the G-Note and later at Swannies
ComedyUnderground.
Platt, originally from Woodenville,
said she was the classclown at Bothcll
High school. She has lived in Seattle
since she graduated 10 years ago. Platt
talked jokinglyabout her schoolyears:
"I went toschool very unsuccessfully.
Iwent to school at Seattle Central. I
wentfour quartersandcompletedone...I
didn't reallygraduateor anything.
So you guys are like going on and
have careers andstuff. Maybe thereason
they asked me to be here is that this is
what could havehappened to youif you
didn't buckle down and get those last
tests taken. You could end up having a
life on the streetor, worse yet,you could
be on thisstage."
Platt said thereare certain places that
arenot appropriate for comedy. Oneof
her biggest mistakes was doing comedy
at her five-year highschool reunion,she
said. "First of all,five-yearreunions are
really stupid. Second of all,youshould
never do comedy for highschool "
reunions-for your own anyway," she
explained.
She is currently doing an improvi-
sational show at the CourtyardTheater in
Edmonds.Platt saidshe spendsabout 50
percent of her time doing stand-up
comedyand50 percentdoing theater and
auditioning for commercials. "I've done
commercials work and voice work for
commercials," shesaid. "Everyactorhas
to make a living."
Platt now appears in a milk com-
mercial for which she helped todevelop
the campaign. The writers had the idea
to use comics, but each person helped
write their own segment,she said.
What does the future hold for Platt?
"I've been auditioning like crazy," she
said. Platt said she will be playing a
small role in an upcoming Spielberg
movie in town. She joked about her
personal futureasamother
"Iknow that it wouldbe wrongfor me
to have a baby becauseIknow that ifI
had ababy,Iwouldloseit...I'dleave the
houseand I'dgo, 'O.K., the keys and the
baby, the keys and the baby, the keys
and the baby, the keys and the baby.'
And thenI'dget where Iwas going and
I'dgo, "Where's the baby?!'...
It's different when you're dating and
when you're looking for breeding stock.
And for me, every time Ithink I've
found Mr. Right or at least Mr. So-So,
something goes wrong."
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V V /XsV«?7 P°"ce DepartmentXJ^>^V NOW HIRING
4R' wr^' Starting Salary$22,872.00 TO $24,072.00
Requirements: Minimum age 21;
height and weight inproportion;vision
no worse than 20/100and correctable
to 20/20; education 45 semester
collegehours witha "C" average.
Recruiters willInterview applicants
By phone, TOLL-FREE
1-800-527-2948
Monday-Friday 8:15a.m.-5:15p.m
ALL MAJORS ACCEPTED
Dallas Police
The Challenge Lastsa Lifetime
F.qtialOpportunity Employer
2014 MainSt. «201 D.ill.->s.TX 75201
(214) 670-4407 1-800-527-2948
The Year in reviewLSeattle UniversitySports
SPECTATORFILE PHOTO
Bob Johnson, left, was named the new head coach for Seattle
University's men's basketball teamon Aug. 17, 1985. Johnson,originally
from Houston, Texas, beat out 74 other applicants for the position. He
lead the team to 10 victories and 20 losses this season with an 8-7 in
DistrictIplay; 6-6 at home;4-14on the road;0-8 againstNCAA Division
I;and 2-5 againstNCAA Division11. "Iwould like to establish a prograrr
that striveson enthusiasmand also competesat a level that the community
student body andstaff can be proud of," stated Johnson last year.
SPECTATORFILE PHOTO J
The question of intercollegiate sailing popped up this year as thej
campus realizeditscloseness to the water."Ithinkit is a sport that would!
have some promise for us. It's something that could be distinctive and in
doesmake sense for us," said Jeremy Stringer,vice president for student!
Life. "Sailing isalso a relatively expensive sport. You have tohave a certain
number of vessels ... they have tobe insured, they have tobe maintained."!
Intercollegiatesailine at S.II?The Question is still on the table...
1
SPECTATORFILE PHOTO
\s of next year, baseball will no longer exist on S.U.s campus. The
Seattle University baseball team was dropped as a result,of budget cuts
during the 85-86 academic year. "Baseball'sbeen an extremely popular
sport here.Ibet the baseball program goes back through the history of
Seattle University," said Harold Menninger, director of S.U. sports.
"They've played it here a long, long time." The work-study program at
Connolly Center and the women's vollyball team were also chopped
because of thecuts.
SPECTATOR FILE PHOTO
Angel Petrich, a senior basketball player, broke Seattle University's
all-time rebounding and scoringrecords by the endof the 85-86 season.
Petrich achieved 1,367 rebounds breaking Sue Turina's recordof 1,071.
She also broke Sue Stimac's record of 1,676points, scoring 1,704. Her
recordbreakers were alsohighest in women'sDistrictIhoop history.
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Sports
Sailors to sail?
By Angle Babcock
SpectatorSportsEditor
The Seattle University Sailing Team
hasbeen offered a chance to float to the
national competition in Rhode Island
next week, however financial reasons
mayhold themback.
In a regetta held May 17, Western
Washington State University's Sailing
Team placed first giving them the top
opportunity to attend the competition at
Brown University, but due to a lack of
funds they were forced to decline. The
opportunity then fell into the lap of the
S.U. team who placed second under
W.W.U. in the regetta.
But according to Harold Menninger,
director of university sports, there are
some things that need to be considered.
Hesaid they(thesailing team) wouldnot
take their most competitive team
members because those people are not
available and there is also someconcern
as to who would pay for the trip.
"I understand the Sailing Foundation
wouldpay for a portionof it... and then
we would be responsible for the
balance," said Menninger. "We don't
have the kind of money that would be
responsible for thebalanceat this time."
Another concern is the date of the
competition fallsongraduation weekend.
"Realistically, if your going to send a
teamandyour going to that typeof com-
petition you want to be represented...
you'd like to go with the best possible
people and if they're not available then
youhave to consider that"
Raymond Hoffer, president of the
team, called theopportunity a "peak"for
the teamandadded thatall the sailors are
psyched about it
"It's agreat opportunity and we think
that its an honor for them to be selected
to go,but there's some problems with it
and someone's going to have to sit
down and talk about that," said
Menninger.
According to Hoffer, this is the first
time the four- year -old team has been
offered the chance to go to a national
competition. He added that the team has
a chance of placing high among the
10-15 other schools attending the
meet."The quality of the people that
qualified for this tournament (is high),
we're really happy for them and we're
delighted to know that they're in our
program."
ANGIEBABCOCK/THE SPECTATOR
Connolly Center sponsored a parachute jump at the Issaquah
Parachute Center on Sun. May 11 for a reduced price of $30. But S.U.
required that allparticipants sign a waiver statingthat S.U. would notbe
held libel forany resulting injuries. Theprospective divers were ready to
jump when the center called the jumpoff because ofhigh winds,however.
Some of thedivers returned the following Saturday to attempt the jump.
WEEEEE! ,
At the
By Angie Babcock
SpectatorSportsEditor
I'veheard it all.All the cracks,all the
jokes. "Do youreally know the differ-
encebetweenhockeyandbasketball?" or
"Do you have a shade of lipstick to
match yourbaseball uniform,Ang?"
Well, as a matter of fact Ido. Red,
pink, brown,maroon, white, and yes,
even black. Ihave a color to match
everything, soIthink I'm okay in that
area. I've even been called the "best
dressedsportseditor."Okay,whatever!
Well,I'llbe serious now andintroduce
my ideas for the sports section of the
86-87Spectator.
Quite a few events have occurred
during the past year involving Seattle
University sports (and there'll be more
next year for sure). Thertsak has done a
wonderful job in covering the hap-
penings andIhope tobe able to continue
thisexcellence in sportscoverage.
My focus next year will hopefully be
on both Seattle University sports and
sports in the Seattle area. I'd like to take
a more "newsy" approach with S.U.
Sports, focusing on the actual sports
eventsand anychanges that might occur
in the sports department throughout the
A feature approach will be taken on
the surrounding Seattle sports involving
a focus on localplayers,coaches etc.
Another goal of mine is to "lighten
up" the sports section of the Spectator
by adding some trivia, poll taking
(informalbetting),andanythingelse that
Ican think of. Tome, sports means fun.
Why else do people watch and play
them? So, naturally a sports page of
newspaper should be informative and
entertaining.
Iplan on havingmorepictures on the
sports pages also. After all, actions
speak louder than words! (Especially in
sports!)Iwill also be writing a column
every other week covering a variety of
different topics from suggestions to
discussions ofsports.
I'mreallyexcitedabout writingsports
next year and naturally, your comments
andsuggestionsare welcome.
Until then, I'll see you in the
bleachers!
Team wants trophy
ByAllison Westfall
SpectatorNewsEditor
A main prize for Seattle University
intramural teams is having the team's
name engravedonthepresident's trophy.
Ifa team wins the trophy three years in
row, according to S.U.'s Intramural
Handbook, "the trophy will become the
permanentpossession" of the team. The
trophy has been withheld from a
qualifying group, said '83 alumni Brian
Cox.
Cox was a member of the intramural
group called Snowblind which won the
president's trophy in82,83 and84.
The trophy is wonby the intramural
group which can earn themost pointsby
participating in nine sports throughout
the school term. The teammust consist
of 25 members who remain with the
teamall year.
Cox said his teamqualified and won
the trophybut has notreceived itin over
twoyears.
GaryBoyle,associate director ofintra-
murals, was not with the program when
Cox's team wasparticipating.
Boylesaid he did notknow why the
team did not receive the trophy but he
was lookinginto theproblem.
The trophy is currently in the show-
caseof theConnolly lobby.
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***Ptaerta
Mexican
Restaurant
I
Authentic
>I«o1«ub Food
openMonriuv throughSaturday
11 J0om-a45pm
CorntrofrikcA 10th
OrderaToGo
10% discount withStudentiovingiCofd -
LeadingEdge ffj^m
Model "D"
IBM compatible, r^B A,
640K RAM with fefsjNsJ' J
dual disk drives^gSjJtfifc^/
monitor.
15-month «.| mqc
warranty Ij*#5JO
" EducationalDiscounts" Full Service Back-up" Contact your campus
representative.
Al Corwin 641-9561
LEADINGEDGtA
Ballard /]L''-
Computer i
5424 Ballard Ave. N.W.
782-8591
FREE POOL
AND
HAPPY HOUR PITCHERS
Sunday — All Day, 2 P.M. to Midnight
Wednesday
—
9P.M. to Midnight
Valid IDa must, of course.
. 77te Madison Pub
1315 E. Madison " Between 13th and 14th
325-6537
Owned and operated by a Seattle U. grad.
Sports
Tennis is Toda's racquet
By Angie Babcock
Spectator SportsEditor
The Chieftains' tennis team welcomed
a similar face back to the courts this
season with the return of Toshihiro
Toda, a racquet holder originally from
Sapporo, Japan.
Toda started playing tennis five years
ago in Japan after playing 10 years on a
competitive soccer team. He then came
to the United States and went through
theELSlanguage program.
Toda, who has been playing for Seat-
tleUniversity for three years, transferred
to S.U. from Tacoma Community
College and plans to finish his degree in
generalstudies nextyear.
At thebeginningof the 1986 season
the 29-year-old player twistedhisankle,
but he says that didn't restricthim from
playing. In spring Toda played No. 1
doubles and No.1singles, andin winter
played No. 2 singles andNo. 1 dou-
bles. Herecalled his bestmatch against
Central WashingtonUniversity in which
he won 2-6, 6-2, 6-2. He said both
playersplayed well.
DuringToda's first yearas amember
of the Chieftain teamhe played theNo.
5 spot. He and doubles partner Mike
Ackermanmade it to thequarter finals at
thedistrict competition thatyear.
At theendof the season hereceived
a letter and he also won the most
improved playeraward and thecoaches
award from Janet Adkisson, head tennis
coach.
"It 's great for S.U. to have her as a
coach," Toda said. "I respect Janet, (she
is) the best coach Ihaveeverhad." Asa
No. 3singles playerand aNo. 2 doubles
playerduringhis second yearon the team
he received the most improved award
again and also the most inspirational
player award.
Toda thinks the team's season was
"not so good" but added, "the S.U.
teamhas thebest relationshipamong the
players
-
not only do we play tennis
togetherbut after school... we do stuff
together."
"Our teamplayers arenotcompetitive
among each other," he said. "Wearenot
like a rival team," but said this year's
team is
"
one of the strongest" he has
seen.
As far as playing tennis for the
Chieftains next year Toda will be
eligible winter quarter,but heisnot sure
about spring.
Toda sees tennis as a "mental sport
"
requiring a lot of concentration. He
stresses that the mental improvement he
learns on the courtcan beapplied tohis
life off the court. "I want to play my
best andhave fun," he said. "I just love
to play tennis andImiss it when I
don't."
Soccer season
By Laura Marinoni
SpectatorReporter
Now that the baseball and tennis
seasons areover, it's time to look ahead
tosoccer season. The SeattleUniversity
men's soccer team will have ashortand
tough schedule next fall, playing 14
games with only five athome.
The team will not be participating in
preseason tournamentsin California as
they have done in previous yearsdue to
the high expense of travel. Another
reason they will notbe playingin tour-
naments this year is manyplayershave
received injuries in tournamentgames.
The team has a difficult schedule be-
cause the level of competition in the
Northwest is very high. The University
of Washington, SimonFraser University
and Seattle Pacific University are all
some of thebest teams in the nation.
However PatRaney,last year's men's
soccer coach whoresignedlast week,felt
next season's team could definitely
challenge teams like Evergreen, Gon-
zaga University and Whitman College
andmight even come throughagainst the
stronger teams. "The teamcould come
together," saidRaney.
Two valuable players,BillRead and
approaching
Luis Vacaare graduating butRaneyex-
pects many good placers to return.
Presently, there is a list of 26 people
whoareinterested in tryingout for next
season's team.
Practice is scheduled tostart Sept.2.
Preseasonpractice games are scheduled
against some community colleges.
People who wish to try out for either
the men's or the women's soccer teams
should contact the Collegiate Athletics
office.
All Star wrestling
LANCER TORMEY/THESPECTATOR
Two wrestlers pounce on each other at the All-Star wrestlingmatch
which took place last May 21 at the Seattle Center Arena. The match
featured such wrestlers as 270-pound Bobby Jaggers and 255-pounc
Rocky Johnson. A sreamingcrowd surrounded the ring yelling comments
such as "Youfat slob!" and"Beat his head!" But as one police officerput
it: "It'sbetter thanarock concert!"
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C \ CLOTHING
| 10% oN loi 30.
R >"!" ''» ""OAOWAY
The Class of 86 invites the campus out to a niyht M
i ofcelebration cj
g Friday,May 30th »
\ Downtown Seattle Hilton S
\ Dinner & Dance sj
\ Tickets $ 7.00 ( for Seniors) &j\ $10.00 (for others) 5
1 Dance only:- $
i S.U. Seniors free jj
1 HII others $3.00 jj\ i
£ Music by K-Hit >
2 comedy by James Steuens 111
% rash bar and Door prizes jj
Sports
Intramural Softball
standings
S.U. Marksmanship Club scores p. „ c
May 22,1986 LmSLl
Game 1 Shaft Al-Shafi- 19
Game3 Mond Al-hajri- 14
_. _. n. ,. AbdullahSalem- 15Chung Chee Biou- 14 _, „ _ .... ,_ _ „ _ ._
DarreBBryant-15 "yGnffn-lO Darrel.Bryant- 13
PeterNorby-16 DidiMarquez-8 Dan Borchers- 20
Eric Norby-9 1^°!by\I4 &&**1
Brian Schorr-9 1C^Orb,,y"
" ,
Aitt . „DanBorchers- 22 Mond Al-hajn- 13
r
- Came4 Shafi Al-Shaft- 16fatT1€i Abdullah Salem- 18
Everett Young- 23 Everett Young-19
Dr.Sawyer- 10 Chullainc O'Reilly- 13 GjunjLZ
ChungChec Biou- 13 Dr.Sawyer- 13
DarrcH Bryant- 9 Dam*Bryant- 10 Chuck Reed- 14'
Chung ChceBiou- 5 BrianSchorr-JO____^
Team;Wins-Losses
Purple Division
Players 0-8
Screwballs 7-1
C.H.U.D. 1-7
Dodgers5-3
TheGrizzlys 3-5
The Perfect 10's2-6
LocalMotion 7-1
EdsCo-Eds 4-4
TheToads7-1
GrayDivision
TheCouchless Potatoes 2-5
Forfeit 5-2
YoBaby 6-1
69ers I6-1
Potential Drops 1-6
Ernies Bunch 2-5
Murphys Revenge ?-5
Bloopers 4-3
Yellow Division
Bilbo Baggers 4-3
Make It Happen 2-5
Piso Islanders 1-6
RoadWarriors II 4-3
Spitters and Swallowers 5-2
Eyelids 3-4
Town andCountry4-3
BunsN1Burgers 4-3
GreenDivision
Standingnot available
Blue Division
Mud Hens 8-2
Men Without 2-7
Copenhagen 6-4
Meat 4-6
S.U. Yanks8-1
Red Division
Tappa Tappa Keg 5-3
The Seventh Wave 5-3
Spring Fever 5-3
Foul Play 1-7
TheColor Purple 4-4I Shelly Griffin/The Spectator IEverett Young fires his last shot for the year at the finalouting of theIMarksmanship Club on May 22.
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i(:VVvvWvwvwwwvvwwv%^^
"; HAIRFORMEN AND WOMKN
JF~ 1118 East Pike Street „-_.,I.,.^.cuct^ \JIPERMANENTSI MaWd SIYI.R CUTSREG.|!} FROM $25.00 sM-sss* $12 50
!; LONC.HAIR. Monday thru Friday 20%OFFWITH j \i STYLECUTS 10AM-7PM |S.U. ID.
J EXTRA Saturday . ;<' B:3OAM SPM
M^fc""'IAUi mf fnfre'inK soRood nevercost soW) IS IF LL»««e- AiMan MMten.yougel SHAMPOO,CUT &br»LCB^f vUlf/ "iecul/ lh* serv'ce>lhe »*""*'»«'"«>"> jH. m~ .■Wy- ■*^», you deserve*t*piiceyou expect OP f "^} I'C4^ 4s^ Fromnilslvpermslocellophanes, H» Ifl HC^A I(airMasters trainedstylistsmake Jl#
J you feel greatabout YOU!
"^ ■■ ■* / FREE ProteinConditioning Always ■/ Tn-almenl with any service.
/ (whenyoumention thisad.// HAIRSTYLINGFORMENAND WOMEN— CAPITALHILL U DISTRICTu—^^M IPB^l^^m. 216BROADWAY E. 4141UNITED WAY NE.
326 5412 545-7237
fc^ NOAPFOINiMthIKLi-lo'oaHY
Pepperoni & Canadian Style'
Bacon? ;j
I!
How about Ground beef& Green
Peppers with a party cut?
1 1
11
8 And if you're going to be
q sharing...
IHalf Sausage & Mushroom, half
b pepperoni & Black Olives, with ij
b double cheese over the whole
|thing.
I ||Anyway you want it. jj
|| Tonight. *, %
\ University <O^^^^|525-3000 |
|5026 University Way NE k
S @ 1986 Dominoes Pizza Inc. N
O A
oocococcoec<»occo»B««<>&c»eoeoc«CGc«cc«o<»ocooc©oocoo^
ASSU
T^ HANDS /{CROSS CAMPUS //Hr
Friday May 23 11:15-1:15 p.m. \^^— '^
Buhr Hall Lawn
Enjoy a hotdog Barbecue with friends while
helping fhe poor in the U.S.A. and around the
world. At 1.05 p.m. the Seattle U. community will
join hands, just like HANDS ACROSS AMERICA, in
solidarity with the hungry around the world.We
will also join in song.
Sponsered by: Bread for the World, Coalition for
Human Concern, Students against Aparthied, and
Amnesty International.
PAT DECARO: A PRESENTATION Of HER
PAINTINGS
Tuesday, May 27 Library Stimpson Room
l:l5-2:30p.m.
Pat Decaro will personally show slides of her
paintings and discuss her work. She is presently
a part-time instructer in the Studio Arts on our
humble campus. She graduated with a fine Arts
degree from U.W. In 1983, she won the futbrite
Scholarship and spent two years studying
painting in Italy. This event open to all students,
faculty, and staff.
SeniorClass Party
has been changed from
the "Yachtclvb
y
to the "SeattleHilton.
"
Friday,May30th6:00 p.m.
Dinner and nohostbar followed by Dance.
Come to the dinneror stopby at the dance. All students invited.
Tickets onsale now. Discount rate for Senior.
Come celebrate the class of 1986.
BREAK AWAY TO PARADISE ROCK CAFE
MondayJune2nd. 5:00 p.m.- ?????
What a better wayto spend a Mondaynight.
Get together with old friends and meet new ones.
SENIOR PICNIC
Wednesday, June4th. 4:30p.m. - ????? Seward Park
Bask in thebeautiful Seattle sunshine (?) with a picnic on Lake
Washington.Senior, faculty,staff, familyand friends all invited!!
Baseball,volleyball,sailboat rides and food provided!!
EXPOTICKETS ARE IN!J
Must pick up in Activities office Between 2:00 -4:30 p.m. //^Z^i■-""7/ )\ Must bring receiptof paymentor I.D. II \\^B
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wm—mmm&LPST FROM THE PASTbmhhhhh
HamidaBosmajian, professor ofEnglish. I
I VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE PO- POSITIONS OPEN FOR FALL The WORD PROCESSING - TYPING. Free GET A JOB NOW WORKSHOPS. U
ISITIONS
AVAILABLEwiththe KingCo. student-tostudent committee (a branch campuspick upanddelivery. Fast, accurate, Mays-B,May27-31.Call 527-1723 now!I
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit. of the Admissions Office) is accepting reasonable.JEANDAWKINS. 367-2434 Individual coaching available.
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn applications for the 1986-'B7 academic Th r
__
hrW/
__
c,.. . u/nnv QTiinv DnciTinu a«. ii
aboutthecriminal justiceslystem while year. Provide perspective students with FlJ^ £ aamb!r
'd
1?le ?u,f
'
0o^a:tcments W?RI^ DSTUDY P°w'" N- Aftfr 1
I- helping crime victims. Training pro- your view of Seattle University. Arrange
uture available.Call623-1666. school Program In Madrona seeksI
vided, credit available. Require office campus tours class visits faculty Electric Typewriter, excellentcondition, responsible, creative, energetic fl
experience,goodcommunicationskills, advisor appointments visit local high $85or bestoffer, 325-6836 teacher's assistant in day care center y
abilitytomakea timecommitment.Call schools with Admission rounsolnrsi <or 6
"12 year o'ds.Pleasant work1
Arlene, 583-4404. £ v?ln h.l^T«!««! lit « $600 for 1000 envelopes!!Stuff enve- enviroment. XHave fun being a campus host or ,opes!! No experioncenecessary. You Position starts soon Hours are 3dm - II
Typing, pick up/delivery,carbon orfabricrib- hostess during SleepingBag weekendor onlyneedtoknowhowtoreadandwrite 6p.m., M-F through 6th June MoreI
"ton.call 937-9879 at OpenHouse! Being a member of the english.For freedetailsenclosea self- Jj^' J* rjna JJ,9summer montnsIstudent-to-student Committee is a very addressed envelope. Nicolaus, Thyris "° urs au.'"£, .®c v , h . .■
Foodservers and cooks with some experi- rewardingexperience 18085, Athens 11610,Greece. Please call
323-4366, between3p.m. to B
ence wantedJuU and part thmopenings. pick an app|icatjon in lhe Admissions 6pm
- M"Ffor moreInf°- Ig CafeEuropeSeameCenter.ca.l7B2-2221. Office NOW Pigott 253. The application J**'*!?8* t0?X?**m «*■*"^ Resort Hote|. Cruise Lines &|IPRE-MED STUDENTS. Gainaunique view isdue back to the Admissions Office By Amusement.Parks are now accepting j
ft of parents' worldby training for pnonework June2nd. curity bldg.,and a deck tool!Call 325-6781 applications for employment!! Toy with the Cancer Into. Services at the Fred  ,»..«,„ ATC _j«j .,oriißn e iiw«r eves,before10p.m. receive an application and information,IHutchinson CancerResearch Center in Se- IMMACULATE solid sterling silver . Tourism Information Services
attle.State wide,toll free hot.merequiresma- Gemeinhardt openhole flute modelM35. M„„,dW(rttMßulk 5-14"DS/DD. 39 PO Box 788? SnHead Island SC1 ture individual to commit to 4 hrs/week. $600.00. Make offer. 874-3191. cents each. Lotsof 100. Theseare not sec- oooqo '
(Training begins in May. Call Dee 1-800-4- 789-4393«eave messaae) onds. Moneyback guarantee. No questions- -«»<«»"CANCER or467-4675 /as-«jaj(i g , asked.Ca«MEI,i-800W3478,9-9ESTM- Roomate wanted. Call Carroll atProfessional couole seeks after school SeattleUChiW DeveloPmentCent«r* KSat1(W. Offer expires5/31/86 625-7832 btwn. 1:30 and 5:00p.m. Orf i l p ft l f prescriooiydaycare for ages 2- 7. „„„aaal anytimeofSriZ^^o^^^verr0 °P" a" from 70Oam " s:3Opm- "WALITYTYPWG 16yearsexperience 322"3881 *MZ£Z^^ZSs^Ba. Sls°3r94art time" DroP"inB We'COme $1.50PERPAGE.Call 248-1644after 7 Physica, theraPy student. F.. needskerarea Car.Refs 722-2472 ovb-ojw. p.m.Ask tor Carolina. room or apt. t0 rent for summer. Will be tt
Cannon SuDer 8 Mol4xlsl GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,040 available end of May. Please callIcamera for sale Camera is in $59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-687- 633-5054. askforMike. 1. i i 6000Ext.R-6111 for currentfederal list. Girl needed to helpparents withchildren
I mfcM$W o"; Summer Wok with the South Western and light housework. Salary, room and STUDENT OFFICE POSITIONIp£?sSi> pfease con act Sanjay a Co. Marketing / Management. Make board. Non-smoker. On bus route to AVAILABLE in Safety and security R1626 6850 between $3500-$4OOO. For an interview S.U.325-6283 evenings. Offjce. Please stop for details. NO
y
'
call 322-2873. PHONECALLS.
I Z^T^s^Z^J^oZ *** -"»"" screening for Board WANTED: Maje roomate to share largeopeninandivisionsLearnaboutthecrimina. SaoofviS ?o? c^ditScall 1- patients. Call Aallam Samsavar at 2-Bdrm apt. 4 Blks fromS.U.2 baths,Igy justice system while working with attorneys SSvSSSSr 525-7211(please leave message). living Rm., kitchen, patio, wshr & dryer,Iand thepublic. All positions full time during 800-932-05Z8. """ »' dishwasher. Security Bldg. $175/mo. +
R the Summer. $5.00 per hour. Call Artene 2 work study positions open in the King .. NqNomoKER Call329-6955 U■A Rankinat583-4404 ...linnort County Courthouse, Executive Office, 3rdTo all those who gave us their supp rt, Dutjes inc(udeassisting Execu. I
love and prayers during the last nine tjve Offjce staff wjth various projects, and NEEDED, experienced child-lovingM"
2 work study Co-ordinator positions months- students, faculty, staff anc andreiated clerical duties. $6.00per hr. 19 person U
available in Women's Resource Room for administration-- we would like to extend hrs. per week during hrs^ per Care Jor,wo sma)| children; outings tcI
1986--87 school year. Programming & our sincere thanks. John, Peggy anc k7s^he summer Ca
"
CollW> y parks, zoo. 3 full days/week, summer.
University Relations. Interviews May Loralne Michelle. CallCarolynor Scott,523-7268.
26-30.Pleasecall 626-6641 for interview
